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assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.
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Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Parts Identification - Tools
Installation Instructions

Woods Powr-Grip N-Series
®

Vacuum Cup

Phillips Screw Driver

Miter Saw with Non-Ferrous Blade
Cut station must be equipped withNote:

stands, tarps, and a shop vac.

Ladder - approvedOSHA
Two ladders for every threeNote:

persons doing install is required.

Padded Drywall Cart

Laser Alignment ToolLevel
(2 , 4’, and 6’)’

Channel LocksUtility Knife

Torx Bits
(T20, T25, T30)

Phillips Bits
(#2, #3)

Drill Bits
( / ”,  / ”,  / ”)5 3 9

32 16 32

Allen Wrenches
( /  , / )1 1

16 8

Rigid Seal Alignment Tool
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Horizontal
Ceiling Trim
(50.1088)

2½” Horizontal
Floor Trim
(50.1086)

3 / ” Horizontal1
4

Floor Trim
(50.1085)

4” Horizontal
Floor Trim
(50.1087)

Ceiling
Rail

(50.1095)

2” x 2” Corner
Horizontal Ceiling Trim

(50.1459)

Corner Floor Trim Kit
2” x 2” x 3 / ” (50.1457)1

4

2” x 2” x 4” (50.1455)

2” 2”

2” 2”

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Parts Identification - Aluminum Extrusion
Installation Instructions
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2 / Wall Start Post1
4”

(50.1669)

1 is closest panel”
can be to drywall gasket

(50.1512)

2 /1
4”

range
1 ±” 1/2”

1 / nominal1
2”

ideal dimension

2 is farthest panel”
can be from drywall

Endpost - Butt Glass
(50.1121)

Inline Genius to
Butt Glass Post

(50.1117)

drywall

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Parts Identification - Aluminum Extrusion
Installation Instructions
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Layout Typical - Plan View

Layout Typical - Elevation View

1

2

3 5

C B A

C B A

6 7

4

8

9

10

11

Sliding Door, Transom Ht.

Sliding Door, Full Ht. Wood Pivot Door, Full Ht.

Glass
Pivot Door,

Full Ht.
(e43.5 1L)LD

(e43.5 2R)LD

(e43.5 4L)LD
(e43.5 3L)LD

(30 1)LB(e48 1)LB

(e34S9)

(e36 1)LB

(30 1)LB

(24 1)LB

(e34 1)LB

(23 1)1/ LB2

(e47.5 2)LB

(e24.37 1)LB

(47 1)1/ LB2

(41 1)LB

(e24 1)LB

10’-22 /5 16”

10’- /253
16”

7’-10  /15
16” 6’-3 /3 16” 2’-7 /3 4” 2’-11 /3 8”

2’- /1 4”

2’- /1 4”

5 -6’ ”

9’-7 /3 4”

19’-9 /1 4”

4’-1 /3 4”

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Parts Identification - Aluminum Extrusion
Installation Instructions
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2 / ” base1
2

trim 3 / ” base1
4

trim

floorfloor

Glass Panel,
Ceiling & Base Trim

Full-Height
Wood Pivot Door

Lightline
Pivot Door

Lightline
to Drywall

3-way
Universal Post

Universal Post
to Drywall

Lightline
Corner

Sliding Door
Stop

3-way
Panel Intersection

Lightline
to Genius

Genius to Lightline
90° Angle Post

ceilingceiling2 /1 4” 2 / ”1
4

2”

3” ceiling
trim

3” ceiling
trim

4” base
trim

glass panel

wood door

door post

door bottom
pivot

door top
pivot

321 4

5 7 86

9

C

Full-Height
Sliding Door

BA

Lightline Glass
Sliding Door Guide

(at floor)

10

Ceiling
Attachment

2 / Base1
2”

At Floor
Lightline

In-line Connection

12 1311

floor

door glass

valance

vertical
post

door guide

ceiling

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Parts Identification - Aluminum Extrusion
Installation Instructions
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Ceiling Rail Installation
1. Many ceiling grids accept standard 

9/16” and 15/16” wide Caddy® style 
ceiling clips. When ceiling clips 
are used in a recessed grid, spring 
spacers and closed cell foam must 
be used. Use backer plates by KI 
to prevent scratching of the grid 
(Figure 1). Fineline® 9/16” grids with 
a 1/4” reveal use 1/4 -20 T-bolts and 
9/16” grids with a 1/8” reveal use  
1/8 -20 T-bolts (Figure 2). Drywall 
and hidden grid ceilings require 
direct attachment of the rail with 
screws or anchors (Figure 2).

Note: A ceiling rail layout must be 
completed to verify fit of Lightline 
components. Ceiling rail must be 
securely in place before positioning 
the various components. Accurate 
installation of ceiling rail per shop 
drawings is critical to a satisfactory 
installation. If any discrepancies 
exist, please contact your KI project 
coordinator.

2. Using the floor plan for reference 
and working in teams of two, 
fasten the ceiling rail hardware to 
the ceiling grid securely. For 15/16” 
grids, install the backer plate inside 
the clip, then twist the clip onto the 
grid. If the ceiling rail is recessed 
add in the spacer and/or shims as 
needed. For Fineline 9/16” grids, 
slide the T-bolt into the grid and 
install the washer and nut to secure 
the T-bolt into position  
(Figures 2 & 4).

Caution: Do not over tighten 
ceiling clips, screws or anchors. 
Only install with hand drivers.

3. On drywall and hidden grid 
ceilings, mark location of channel 
centerline or edge.

4. On straight runs, the ceiling rail is 
spliced with factory installed black 
plastic molding clips and the 
in-line splice plate. First, slide on 
two moulding clips to cover both 
sides of the seam. Next, attach the 
in-line splice plate to the ceiling 
rails using four #10-16 x ½”

self-drilling Torx head screws 
(Figure 3). Refer to “Ceiling Corner 
Bracket” instructions (page 12) for 
assembly of corner conditions.

5. Measure from wall, column or other 
starting point to the first attachment 
point. Cut ceiling rail accordingly 
so that the slots in the rail match 
the grid layout (Figure 4).

6. After positioning and securing 
the ceiling rail with flanged lock 
nuts (Figures 2 & 5), ensure that 
it cannot slide, does not push up 
ceiling tiles and that there are no 
light gaps between the ceiling 
and rail. Once the panels are up, 
adjustments to the ceiling rail 
location cannot be made without 
removing the panels.

Note: Ceiling heights above 108” 
require bracing from above.

Note: National, state and or 
local codes will dictate proper 
connecting methods based 
on building conditions and 
location. Please consult with KI 
Wall Customer Service prior to 
installation of ceiling channel.

7. Check fit and strength. Verify 
accuracy of all measurements. 
Plumb-bob down for panel 
centerline and snap chalk lines. Or, 
you may plumb panels later using a 
level as they are connected.

Note: If ceiling is not stable, 
reinforcement may be necessary 
through use of suitable materials 
above the tiles. This work is not 
included in the installation bid.

Figure 1 -  / ” Ceiling Grid with Caddy Clips9
16

shim

recessed
ceiling
spacer

backer
plate 15/ ceiling grid16”

1/ -204

slotted
screw

ceiling
clip

1/ -20 flanged4

lock nut

1/4” flat washer

drywall
anchor

Figure 2 - Types of T-bolts & Anchor Assemblies

1/ -20 T-bolt8T-bolt1/4-20

#8 x 11/4”
tap screw

6-32 nut

1/ -20 flanged4

lock nut

1/ -20 nut4

#6-32 flanged
lock nut

#6 flat washer

molding
clip

ceiling
rail

#10-16 x  /1
2”

self-drilling screws

in-line splice
plate

Figure 3

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Ceiling Channel
Installation Instructions
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

8. Ceiling rail end-of-run conditions 
can be secured to intersecting walls 
with the ceiling rail end bracket kit.  
Using the #10-16 x ½” self-drilling 
Torx head screws supplied with 
the kit, secure the U-shaped end 
bracket to the ceiling rail (Figure 6). 
If attaching to door frame at corner 
see step 11.

9. If attaching to drywall, use the 
supplied  #8 x 11/4” tap screws, 
drywall anchors and secure the 
ceiling rail with bracket to the 
drywall (Figure 7).

10. Align ceiling rail so trim sits flush 
when installed. Use the supplied 
#10-16 x ½” self-drilling screws 
to attach the ceiling rail to the door 
frame header (Figure 8).

Figure 4

1/ -20 T-bolt4

ceiling
rail

Fineline®

/ grid9
16”

Figure 5

9/ ceiling16”
grid with reveal1/4”ceiling

rail

T-bolt1/4-20
1/ -20 flanged4

lock nut

Figure 6

U-shaped
end

bracket

#10-16 x 1/2”
self-drilling screws

ceiling
rail

U-shaped
end

bracket
wall

ceiling
rail

Figure 7

#8 x 1 /  top screws1
4

with drywall anchors

Figure 8

#10-16 x 1/2”
self-drilling screws

U-shaped
end

bracket

door frame
header

ceiling
rail

Lightline® Architectural Walls - Ceiling Channel
Installation Instructions
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

ceiling
clip

ceiling
channel

ceiling
grid

Figure 1

Figure 2

ceiling
clip

#10-16 x  /3
4”

self-drilling screws

ceiling
channel

ceiling
grid

ceiling
clip

ceiling
channel

ceiling
grid

Figure 3

#10-16 x  /3
4”

self-drilling screws

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Seismic Ceiling Clips and Brackets
Installation Instructions

Seismic Conditions
Due to the varied seismic conditions 
around the world, please refer to KI 
seismic documents, site specific 
documents, or floor plans for 
information. 

Lightline is a custom product and 
additional technical information may 
be required. For additional information 
please contact:

KI
P.O. Box 8100
Green Bay, WI 54308-8100
Tel (800) 424-2432
Fax (920) 468-2743
www.ki.com

Seismic Ceiling Clips Installation
Note: There are four types of kits 
for various ceiling grid and ceiling 
tile applications:

• 50.1661 - Used on 3/8” drop  
reveal tile with 15/16” ceiling grid

• 50.1663 - Used on 3/8” drop reveal 
tile with 9/16” ceiling grid

• 50.1665 - Used on 1/4” drop reveal 
tile with 9/16” or 15/16” ceiling grid

• 50.1667 - Used on a flat ceiling 
tile with 9/16” or 15/16” ceiling grid

Note: Shimming of the ceiling rail 
may be required. Use appropriate 
ceiling clip kit for proper fitment.

1. Place the clip over the top of the 
main ceiling grid (Figure 1).

Caution: Do not screw through 
the ceiling grid. Always screw 
from the top to allow the clip to be 
removed if required, after panels are 
installed.

2. Secure clip to ceiling rail using two 
#10-16 x ¾” self-drilling screws 
(Figures 2 & 3).

3. Secure clip to ceiling grid using 
one #10-16 x ¾” self-drilling screw 
(Figures 2 & 3).

4. Repeat the installation procedure 
to install the remaining clips as 
required.

Seismic Brackets
Note: There are two different 
seismic brackets, an in-plane 
and out-of-plane seismic bracket. 
Depending on your local code, 
removable seismic ceiling clips 
can be used to permanently or 
temporarily hold the ceiling rail 
in place with the seismic brackets 
installed.

In-Plane Seismic Bracket 
Installation

Note: The steel studs and anchors 
are not supplied.

1. With the assistance of a second 
person, install the steel stud 
on the concrete or metal deck 
with the appropriate anchoring 
hardware (Figure 4 & Detail A). 
Follow anchor bolt manufacturer 
installation instructions. 

2. Snip the flange of the steel stud 
and bend the steel stud towards the 
ceiling rail allowing the flanges to 
fold over (Figure 4 & Detail A).

3. Cut and remove the excess steel 
stud so that the end of the steel 
stud is just above the ceiling rail. 
If required, trim the corner of the 
flange to avoid the ceiling tile. 
(Figure 4 & Detail A).

4. Dry fit the in-plane seismic bracket 
prior to securing with screws. 
Position the seismic bracket on the 
ceiling rail and the steel stud to get 
an approximate fit. Cut the steel 
stud or adjust the angle as required 
for proper fitment  
(Figure 4 & Detail A).

5. Position the seismic bracket on the 
steel stud and secure using four  
#10-16 x ½” self-drilling screws 
(Figure 4 & Detail A).

6. Position the seismic bracket on the 
ceiling rail and secure using two 
#10-16 x ¾” self-drilling screws 
(Figure 4 & Detail A).

7. Install two #10-16 x ½” self-drilling 
screws into the overlapping flanges 
of steel stud (Figure 4 & Detail A).

8. Install two #12-14 x ½” self-drilling 
screws underneath the seismic 
bracket to secure the ceiling rail to 
the top frame channel of the panel 
frame assembly (Figure 4 &  
Detail A).
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Lightline® Architectural Walls - Seismic Ceiling Clips and Brackets
Installation Instructions

ceiling grid

ceiling rail

steel stud
(not supplied)

seismic bracket
(out-of-plane)

top frame
channel

#10-16 x 3/4”
self-drilling screw

#10-16 x  / ”1
2

self-drilling screw

#12-14 x 1/2”
self-drilling screw

#10-16 x 1/2”
self-drilling screw

anchor bolts
(not supplied)

panel

Figure 5 - Out-of-Plane Seismic Bracket

3/4”

steel stud
(not supplied)

seismic bracket
(out-of-plane)

#10-16 x 3/4”
self-drilling screw

#10-16 x 1/2”
self-drilling screws

anchor bolts
(not supplied)

#12-14 x 1/2”
self-drilling screw

top frame
channel

ceiling rail

panel

Detail B

(concrete/metal deck)

45°

ceiling grid

ceiling rail

steel stud
(not supplied)

seismic bracket
(in-plane)

top frame
channel

#10-16 x  /3
4”

self-drilling screw

#12-14 x  / ”1
2

self-drilling screw

#10-16 x  / ”1
2

self-drilling screw

anchor bolts
(not supplied)

panel

Figure 4 - In-Plane Seismic Bracket

3/4”

steel stud
(not supplied)

seismic bracket
(in-plane)

#10-16 x 3/4”
self-drilling

screw

#10-16 x ”1/2

self-drilling screw

anchor bolts
(not supplied)

#12-14 x ”1/2

self-drilling screw

top frame
channel

ceiling rail

panel

Detail A

(concrete/metal deck)

45°

#10-16 x ”1/2

self-drilling screw

trim flanges to
avoid ceiling tile

9. Repeat procedure to install the 
remaining in-plane seismic 
brackets.

10. Remove seismic ceiling clips as 
required by local codes.

Out-Of-Plane Seismic Bracket 
Installation

Note: The steel studs and anchors 
are not supplied.

1. With the assistance of a second 
person, install the steel stud on 
the concrete or metal deck with the 
appropriate anchoring hardware. 
Anchors should be installed 3/4” 
from the bend (Figure 5 & Detail B). 
Follow anchor bolt manufacturer 
installation instructions.

2. Snip the flange of the steel stud 
and bend the steel stud towards the 
ceiling rail allowing the flanges to 
fold over (Figure 5 & Detail B).

3. Cut excess steel stud by the ceiling 
rail and remove out of the way 
(Figure 5 & Detail B).

 
4. Perform a dry fit of the out-of-plane 

seismic bracket prior to installation. 
Position the seismic bracket on the 
ceiling rail and steel stud to get an 
approximate fit. Cut the steel stud 
or adjust the angle as required for 
proper fitment (Figure 5 &  
Detail B).

5. Position the seismic bracket on the 
steel stud and secure using four 
#10-16 x ½” self-drilling screws 
(Figure 5 & Detail B).

6. Position the seismic bracket on the 
ceiling rail and secure using two 
#10-16 x ¾” self-drilling screws 
(Figure 5 & Detail B).

7. Install two #10-16 x ½” self-drilling 
screws into the overlapping flanges 
(Figure 5 & Detail B).

8. Install two #12-14 x ½” self-drilling 
screws underneath seismic bracket 
to secure the ceiling rail to the top 
frame channel of the panel frame 
assembly (Figure 5 & Detail B).

9. Repeat procedure to install the 
remaining out-of-plane seismic 
brackets.

10. Remove seismic ceiling clips as 
required by local codes.
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

ceiling rail

ceiling rail

ceiling rail

ceiling rail ceiling rail
90° corner bracket

(50.1478)

3-way corner bracket
(50.1480)

3-way
corner bracket

(50.1480)

90° corner bracket
(50.1478)

90° corner bracket
(50.1478)

cutback
dimension

cutback
dimension

#10-16 x ”1/2

screwself-drilling Torx

Figure 1 - 90° Corner, Step 1

Figure 4 - 3-Way Corner, Step 1

Figure 2 - 90° Corner, Step 2

Figure 5 - 3-Way Corner, Step 2

Figure 3 - 90° Corner, Step 3
Gasket not shown so thatNote:

cutback dimension can be visible.

Figure 6 - 3-Way Corner, Step 3
Gasket not shown so thatNote:

cutback dimension can be visible.

1½”

1½”
1½”

1½”

11/2”

gasket
(50.1094)

gasket
(50.1094)

gasket
(50.1094)

ceiling rail

3-way
corner bracket

(50.1480)

gasket
(50.1094)

ceiling rail ceiling rail ceiling rail

4-way corner bracket
(50.1482)

gasket
(50.1094)

gasket
(50.1094)

4-way corner bracket
(50.1482)

4-way corner bracket
(50.1482)

Figure 7 - 4-Way Corner, Step 1 Figure 8 - 4-Way Corner, Step 2 Figure 9 - 4-Way Corner, Step 3
Gasket not shown so thatNote:

cutback dimension can be visible.

1 cutback1/2”
dimension

#10-16 x ”1/2

screwself-drilling Torx

#10-16 x 1/2”
screwself-drilling Torx

#10-16 x 1/2”
screwsself-drilling Torx

#10-16 x 1/2”
screwself-drilling Torx

#10-16 x 1/2”
screwself-drilling Torx

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Ceiling Corner Bracket
Installation Instructions

Ceiling Corner Brackets
The figures on this page show the 
installation process of different ceiling 
corner brackets. 

Note: The splice kits will create the 
proper offset dimension for correct 
ceiling rail installation.

1. Ceiling rail 90° corner conditions 
are spliced using the 50.1479 
splice kit (Figures 1, 2 & 3). 

2. Ceiling rail 3-way conditions are 
spliced using the 50.1481 splice kit 
(Figures 4, 5 & 6). 

3. Ceiling rail 4-way conditions are 
spliced using the 50.1483 splice kit 
(Figures 7, 8 & 9).
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Unloading Panels
Installation Instructions

Unloading
Warning: Our skids are designed 
to be moved with a pallet jack or slid 
along the floor using a fork lift.  If 
there is no dock available to remove 
the skid at grade with the bed of 
the trailer, the panels will need to 
be unloaded by hand one at a time. 
FAILURE TO COMPLY MAY RESULT 
IN DAMAGED PRODUCTS AND/OR 
INJURY.

1. We recommend staging panels with 
factory edge protectors on and other 
protection between panels. Lean pan-
els vertically against a wall at a slight 
angle. If panels must be leaned on 
edge, no more than 12 panels of like 
size should be in one leaning stack. 
Stack panels with padding against 
wall or on floor to prevent damage.

2. As each Lightline panel or  
component is unloaded, it should be 
checked against the packing list and/
or drawing to ensure completeness 
of order. All items are identified by 
both a part number sticker and a 
carton number sticker. 

3. Use panel hooks enclosed in one of 
the component boxes to lift panels 
from skid or truck. Inspect each 
panel for shipping damage as it is 
removed from the truck. If damage 
exists, notify KI of carton number, 
type of damage and probable cause 
of damage within 24 hours of 
unloading. Full product information 
is located on KI labels on the floor 
channel.

4. Damage must be indicated on 
bill of lading to file a freight 
claim. Report all other on-site 
damage as soon as possible to 
ensure prompt replacements. 
To transport panels on site, use 
a well-padded drywall cart to 
eliminate damage of edges of 
glass.

5. It is recommended to install the  
ceiling channel and clips ahead of 
the panel/frame delivery. This allows 
the panels/frames to move directly 
from the truck to the office location 
and alleviates double handling.
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Lightline® Architectural Walls - Panel Installation on Hard Floor
Installation Instructions

Panel Installation on Hard Floor
Note: It may be necessary to 
mechanically attach the floor channel 
to the floor to meet local codes.

Note: If Lightline is to be installed 
on hard floors, apply neoprene 
gasket to the bottom of the floor 
channel to prevent slipping. Gasket 
material ships in 50’ rolls (part 
#38.06.1302).

1. If at all possible, position panel near 
the final assembled location.

2. With the panel on edge, begin by 
attaching the neoprene gasket off the 
50’ roll, to the bottom center of the 
floor channel (Figure 1).

3. Attach the gasket centered on the full 
length of the floor channel (Figure 1 
& Detail A).

4. Press firmly along the entire length 
of the channel.  Then trim gasket with 
a utility knife at the top end of the 
floor channel (Figure 1).

5. Finish gasket application process 
by removing the release backing 
(Figure 1).

6. Take care when positioning the panel 
so the gasket does not get damaged 
or removed.

Detail A - Hard Floor Gasket

neoprene
gasket

(38.06.1302)

Figure 1

neoprene
gasket

floor channel

release
backing

panel

hard floor
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Door Post to Drywall Connection
Installation Instructions

Door Post To Drywall Connection
Note: In addition to the standard 
door frame, a door post to drywall kit 
is provided when a door frame starts 
directly from drywall. The side of the 
frame that the kit is attached to will 
need to be cut 1/16” shorter to make 
room for the attachment plate at the 
bottom of the post (Figure 1). 

1. Start by removing the outer center 
cap (not shown) on the frame that 
butts up to the drywall. This can be 
put into stock because it will not be 
needed in this condition (Figure 1).  

2. Make sure frame is cut 1/16” 
shorter before installing 

 attachment plate. Screw the 
attachment plate (50.1390) to the 
bottom of the same post using two 
1/4 -20 x 11/2” self-tapping screws  
(12.2709) (Figure 1).

3. Next, apply gasket (50.1332) into the 
groove in the post where the outer 
center cap was removed (Figure 1). 

4. Remove the inner center cap  from 
the same post. Stand the door frame 
following the instructions for that 
frame. Install a #10-24 x 3/8” carpet 
gripper screw (31.12.9070) into the 
attachment plate hole visible inside 
the groove in the post (Figure 1). 

5. Cut a notch in the fins of the inner 
center cap that are in the way of the 
carpet gripper screw head. Reinstall 
the inner center cap (Figure 1).

Figure 1 - Door Post To Drywall Connection
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Glass Panels & Wall Mounted Glass Panels
Installation Instructions

Wall Mounted Glass Panels
1. Measure from the ceiling to the floor 

along the wall, making allowance for 
how far the wall-start post will sink 
into the carpet.

2. Transfer the measurement to the 
wall-start post and cut the post at 
the end opposite of the notched end 
(Figure 1).

3. Position the wall-start post level with 
the foam gasket side against the wall 
and the notch end towards the floor. 
Secure using five drywall screws 
evenly spaced (Figure 1).

Positioning Glass Panels
Caution: Prior to placing any panels 
into position, first verify that both 
the top frame and floor channels are 
firmly attached to the glass panel. If 
not, re-tighten the mounting screws 
(Figure 1).

4. With the assistance of a second 
person, using rubber suction disks, 
stand the panel on its base and 
slightly inclined (Figure 1).

5. Holding the panel securely, lift the 
panel into position underneath the 
ceiling rail (Figure 1). 

Note: To save time and space, move 
all panels into sequence. If possible, 
do this as the panels are unloaded 
from the truck, eliminating double 
handling and potential damage.

Figure 1

ceiling
rail

wall-start post

panel

#10 x 1 / drywall screw”1
4

foam gasket

notched
end

w
allfloor

ceiling

top frame
channel

floor channel
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

#8-18 x  /1
2”

Tek screw
(49.0587)

ceiling
rail

panel

top frame
channel

wall-start
post

Figure 2

Detail A

Detail B

floor channel positioned
into notch of post

floor
channel

ceiling rail against
wall-start post

w
all

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Glass Panels & Wall Mounted Glass Panels
Installation Instructions

6. If mounting a panel against a 
wall-start post, position glass panel 
into the post (Figure 2, Details A & 
B). Adjust the position of the glass 
panel as needed (Detail C).

7. Once panels are in position and 
plumb, secure each panel to the 
ceiling rail using two #8-18 x 1/2” 
Tek screws (49.0587), one screw on 
each side of the top frame channel 
(Figure 2). 

Detail C

1 is closest panel”
can be to drywall

2 /1
4”

1 ±” 1/2”
range

1 nominal1/2”
ideal dimension

2 is farthest panel”
can be from drywall

drywall

panel
(glass)

wall start post
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Glass Panels & Wall Mounted Glass Panels
Installation Instructions

Panel Height Adjustment
Note: Make sure leveling glide bolt 
is loose before standing the panel  
(Figure 1).

1. Using pliers or a channel lock, 
readjust the level and height of 
the panel by turning the leveling 
glide bolts at both ends of the floor 
channel (Figure 1 & Detail A).

2. Ensure that panels are properly 
plumb by leveling in both the 
horizontal and vertical directions 
(Figure 2).

3. After the first panel is positioned and 
leveled, subsequent adjustment can 
be made visually by aligning adjacent 
panels to the first leveled panel. 

Important: Figure 2 shows the 
maximum adjustment using different 
available base trim sizes.

4. As panel heights are adjusted, 
periodically use a test section of 
ceiling and base trim to confirm that 
heights are within adjustment limits 
for the base and ceiling trim of the 
specific job site. 

Figure 2 - Base Trim & Ceiling Adjustment

3 ceiling trim”

( ” total adj.)1/2±

2 / base trim1
2”

( / ” adj.)+
1

4

3 / base trim1
4”
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glass panel

Figure 1

Detail A
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Glass-To-Glass Panel Joints
Installation Instructions

Glass-To-Glass Panel Joints
The figures on the this page show the 
layout of different glass panel joints. 

Figure 1 - In-line Connection

Figure 5 - Off Module Connection

1/ ”4

rigid seal

1/ ”8

flexible seal

Figure 3 - 3-Way Connection

1/ ” rigid seal4

1/ ”8

flexible seal

Figure 4 - 4-Way Connection

1/ ” rigid4

seal

1/ ”8

flexible seal

Figure 2 - Corner Connection

1/ ” corner8

rigid seal
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Off-Module 3-Way Connection
Note: Where one panel intersects 
the middle of another panel, the top 
frame channel and ceiling rail of the 
panel being intersected will need to 
be modified. For additional ceiling 
corner bracket information, see 
Ceiling Corner Brackets on page 12.

1. Remove the top frame channel from 
the panel being intersected. Cut the 
channel into two parts and remove 
approximately a 3” section from the 
channel where the intersection is 
being made (Figures 1 & 2). 

2. Reinstall the divided top frame 
channel onto the glass panel  
(Figure 2).  

3. Remove the release backing from the 
tape on the intersecting panel and 
apply a flexible seal (50.1502). Apply 
the flexible seal to the tape using 
the rigid seal alignment tool. Do not 
let the bottom of the seal touch the 
tape before it is guided into position 
(Figure 3).

4. Cut the ceiling rail into two parts and 
remove approximately a 3” section 
to fit the 3-way corner bracket 
(50.1480) where the intersection is 
being made (Figure 4). 

5. Position and secure the ceiling rail 
to the ceiling grid (see Ceiling Rail 
Installation on page 8).

6. Install the 3-way corner bracket with 
gasket to all three of the ceiling rails 
using six #10-16 x 1/2” self-drilling 
Torx screws (Figure 4).

7. Stand the intersected panel under the 
divided ceiling rail (Figure 5).  

8. Stand the intersecting panel and 
position the panel onto other panel 
compressing the flexible seal slightly 
(Figure 5).  

9. Install the ceiling and base trim 
(see Inside Corner Ceiling Trim and 
Inside Corner Base Trim Installation 
instructions on page 26) (Figure 6).

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Glass-To-Glass Panel Joints
Installation Instructions
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Figure 1 - Remove Top Frame Channel

Figure 4 - Install 3-Way Bracket

Figure 2 - Cut Top Frame Channel
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Inline Glazing Seal
Follow the instructions in this 
manual (pages 8 through 13) to 
install the ceiling rails and glass 
panels prior to connecting panels 
with glazing seal.

Note: The glass panels come from 
the factory with adhesive tape already 
applied to the edge of the glass. 

1. Remove the protective shipping 
channel from both edges to expose 
the tape. Stand and level the panels.

2. Slide one of the panels to the side, 
opening up the sealed joint to 
approximately 2” (Figure 1). 

3. Dry-fit the rigid seal between the 
glass by sliding the glass together 
and pinching the rigid seal between 
the glass panels.  Make sure there 
are no gaps between the glass and 
the rigid seal (Figure 2). If there is, 
re-level the panels. 

4. Clean the rigid seal using a clean, 
lint-free cloth with the supplied 
solution (Silane Glass Treatment 
AP115).

5. Pull the panels back apart 
approximately 1/2”. Remove the 
release backing from the tape on one 
edge of the glass (Figure 3). 

6. Apply the rigid seal to the tape using 
the rigid seal alignment tool  
(Figure 4).

7. Remove the release backing from 
the second piece of tape. Align 
the pieces of glass and hold them  
in-plane with a large straight edge 
making sure that any bow in the 
glass does not make an uneven 
joint. Slide the panels together to 
form a bond. Force the panels tightly 
together using suction cups and a 
clamp to fully nip the tape  
(Figure 5). 

8. Follow the instructions in this 
manual to complete installing the 
panels, posts and trim.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Glass-To-Glass Panel Joints
Installation Instructions
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Figure 4 - Apply Rigid Seal
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Figure 3 - Remove Release Backing
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Corner Glazing Seal
Follow the instructions in this 
manual (pages 8 through 13) to 
install the ceiling rails and glass 
panels prior to connecting panels 
with glazing seal.

Note: The glass panels come from 
the factory with adhesive tape already 
applied to the edge of the glass. 

1. Remove the protective shipping 
channel from both edges to expose 
the tape. Stand and level the panels.

2. Since the glass corner requires one 
panel to butt into the face of the other 
panel, the factory applied tape will 
have to be removed from the edge of 
the overlapping panel. This can be 
done with a plastic scrapper and a 
light oil (Figure 1).

3. Using a clean, lint-free cloth with 
the supplied solution (Silane Glass 
Treatment AP115) clean the rigid seal 
and the surface of the glass where 
the overlapping panel will contact to 
form the corner. Follow the directions 
on the bottle.

4. Dry-fit the rigid seal between the 
glass by sliding the glass closer 
together and pinching the seal 
between the glass panels. Make sure 
there are no gaps between the glass 
and the rigid seal. If there is, re-level 
the panels (Figure 2).  

5. Apply clear acrylic tape to one side of 
the 1/8” rigid seal (Figure 3).

6. Pull the panels back apart by about 
1/2”. Remove the release backing 
from the tape on the panel edge 
(Figure 3).

7. Apply the rigid seal (non-taped 
side) to the tape using the rigid seal 
alignment tool (Figure 3).

8. Remove the release backing from 
the rigid seal. Align the pieces of 
glass and hold them in-plane with a 
large straight edge making sure that 
any bow in the glass does not make 
an uneven joint. Slide the panels 
together to form a bond.  Force the 

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Glass-To-Glass Panel Joints
Installation Instructions
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Figure 1 - Spread Panels/Remove Tape

Figure 3 - Apply Glazing Seal

Figure 2 - Dry-fit Seal

Figure 4 - Assemble Panels Together

panels tightly together to fully nip the 
tape (Figure 4).

9. Follow the instructions in this 
manual to complete installing the 
panels, posts and trim.
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Seal at Door Frame and Posts
Follow the instructions in this 
manual (pages 8 through 13) to 
install the ceiling rails and panels 
prior to connecting glass panels to 
posts with glazing seal.

Note: The glass panels come from 
the factory with adhesive tape already 
applied to the edge of the glass. 

1. Remove the protective shipping 
channel from both edges to expose 
the tape. Stand and level the panels.

2. Using a clean, lint-free cloth with 
the supplied solution (Silane Glass 
Treatment AP115) clean the flexible 
seal.

3. Apply the flexible seal to the tape 
using the rigid seal alignment tool. 
Don’t let the bottom of the flexible 
seal touch the tape at the bottom 
before it is guided properly into 
position (Figure 2).

4. Next install the door frame or post up 
against the flexible seal (Figures 3 & 
4). Reference page 29 for universal 
post conditions and see other 
applical instructions in this manual.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Glass-to-Door Frame & Posts Panel Joints
Installation Instructions

Figure 1 - Remove Release Backing Figure 2 - Install Flexible Seal
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Inline Trim Splicing - Floor
1. Measure and cut ceiling and floor 

trim to proper length. The most 
desirable splice is at a panel seam.  
Inline splices are held together 
with the Lightline trim splice plate 
(50.1261) (Figures 1 & 2) .

2. To splice the trim, slide the splice 
plate from the trim into the splice slot 
of the adjacent trim (Detail A).

Outside Corner Trim - Floor
1. Floor trim outside corners are 

made using the 2”x 2” corner trim 
assemblies. Place the 2”x 2” corner 
trim at the corner location (Figure 3).

2. Measure from the end of the corner 
trim to the furthest panel seam that 
the 10’ trim will reach. Cut trim to 
that dimension (Figure 3).

3. Slide the splice section of the 2”x 2” 
corner trim into the splice slot of the 
cut trim (Detail A).

4. Install cut section of trim with the 
2”x 2” corner trim to floor channel 
(Figure 4).

5. Measure for second side of the 
straight section of trim. This distance 
is from the end of the 2”x 2” corner 
trim to the furthest panel seam that 
the 10’ trim will reach. Cut trim to 
that dimension (Figure 5).

6. Slide the splice section of the 2”x 2” 
corner trim into the splice slot of the 
trim. This completes the outside base 
corner trim installation (Detail A).

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Trim Installation
Installation Instructions

Figure 1 - Inline Floor Trim

Figure 3 - Measure To Panel Seam

Figure 5 - Measure To Panel Seam

Figure 4 - Install Trim To Floor Channel

Figure 2 - Inline Ceiling Trim
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Detail A - Splice Plate Into Slot
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Outside Corner Trim - Ceiling
Note: Molding clip to be placed 
approximately half-way onto ceiling 
rail to allow corner trim to make 
proper attachment (Detail A).

1. Ceiling trim outside corners are 
made using the 2”x 2” corner trim 
assemblies. Place the 2”x 2” corner 
trim at the corner location (Figure 1).

2. Measure from the end of the corner 
trim to the furthest panel seam that 
the 10’ trim will reach. Cut trim to 
that dimension (Figure 1).

3. Next, slide the splice section of the 
2”x 2” corner trim into the splice slot 
of the cut trim (Detail B).

4. Install cut section of trim with the 
2”x 2” corner trim to ceiling rail 
(Figure 2).

5. Measure for second side of the 
straight section of trim. This distance 
is from the end of the 2”x 2” corner 
trim to the furthest panel seam that 
the 10’ trim will reach. Cut trim to 
that dimension (Figure 3).

6. Slide the splice section of the  
2”x 2” corner trim into the splice 
slot of the trim. This completes 
the outside ceiling corner trim 
installation (Detail B).

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Trim Installation
Installation Instructions

Figure 1 - Measure To Panel Seam

Figure 3 - Measure To Panel Seam

Detail B - Splice Plate Into Slot
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Inside Corner Trim - Ceiling
1. Begin by measuring the length for 

the first side of the trim from the 
surface of the adjacent glass panel to 
the furthest panel seam that the 10’ 
trim section can reach. Cut trim to 
that dimension (Figure 1).

2. Install the cut section of trim to the 
ceiling rail butting it tight to the 
surface of the adjacent glass panel  
(Figure 2).

3. Next, measure from the inside 
surface of the previously installed 
trim to the furthest panel seam that 
the 10’ trim section can reach. Cut 
trim to that dimension (Figure 2).

4. Install the second side of trim butting 
it tight the inside surface of the 
previously installed trim (Figure 3).

Inside Corner Trim - Floor
5. Begin by measuring the length for 

the first side of the trim from the 
surface of the adjacent glass panel to 
the furthest panel seam that the 10’ 
trim section can reach. Cut trim to 
that dimension (Figure 4).

6. Install the first cut trim to the floor 
channel butting it tight to the surface 
of the adjacent glass panel (Figure 5).

7. Measure from the inside surface of 
the previously installed trim to the 
furthest panel seam that the 10’ trim 
section can reach. Cut trim to that 
dimension (Figure 5).

8. Install the second cut trim butting 
it tight to the inside surface of the 
previously installed trim (Figure 6).

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Trim Installation
Installation Instructions
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Ceiling Trim To Door Header 
Splicing
1. Ceiling trim is spliced to the door 

header using the ceiling trim to 
door header splice plate (50.1503). 
To splice the trim, slide the splice 
plate into the splice slot in the 
ceiling trim (Figure 1).

 
2. Next, slide the trim with splice 

plate in it into the door header until 
the trim is tight to the door header 
while snapping it onto the ceiling 
rail (Figures 2 & 3).

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Trim Installation
Installation Instructions
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Optional Denim Insulation Strip

Floor Trim
Note: Denim insulation strips are 
held to the floor trim with 
double-sided tape.

Note: On the 21/2” and 31/4” wide 
floor trim, the tape will not sit on a 
flat surface, so apply the tape to the 
insulation first.

1. Cut the denim insulation strip to 
same length as the floor trim it is 
going to be applied to. Then, remove 
the floor trim from the panel.

2. Roll-out and apply double-sided tape 
(49.2572.75) in a continuous strip, 
to the full length of the backside of 
floor trim as illustrated (Figures 1 
& 3).

3. Next, remove the release backing 
from the exposed side of the tape. 
Take the denim strip and stick it onto 
the tape. Make sure to keep it out of 
the area that mounts the trim to the 
floor channel (Figures 2 & 3). 

4. Press the trim into place onto the 
floor channel (Figure 3).

Ceiling Trim
Note: Denim insulation strips are 
held to the ceiling trim with 
double-sided tape.

1. Cut denim insulation strip to same 
length as the ceiling trim it is going 
to be applied to. Then, remove the 
ceiling trim from the panel. 

2. Roll-out and apply double-sided tape 
(49.2572.75) in a continuous strip, 
to the full length of the backside of 
trim as illustrated (Figure 4).

3. Next, remove the release backing 
from the exposed side of the tape. 
Take the denim strip and stick it onto 
the tape. Make sure to keep it out of 
the groove that mounts the trim to 
the ceiling channel (Figures 5 & 6). 

4. Press the trim into place onto the 
ceiling rail (Figure 6).
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Universal Posts Identification
There are 6 types of universal post 
installations:

A. Lightline Corner Post
B. Lightline at Drywall Corner 

Post
C. Lightline to Genius Corner Post
D. Lightline 3-Way Post
E. Lightline In-line at Drywall 

3-Way Post
F. Lightline In-line to Genius 

In-line 3-Way Post
G. Lightline 3-Way with Door 

Frame Attachment

Note: A general installation of the 
universal post is on the next page. 

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Universal Posts
Installation Instructions
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Universal Post Installation
Note: This is a general installation 
instruction for a Lightline universal 
post to a door post. 

Note: When installing the ceiling 
rail for Lightline dividing walls, hold 
the channel back from the center line 
of the office front by 11/8” so that 
the universal post has room to fit in 
front end of the Genius ceiling rail 
(Detail A).

Cutting The Universal Post
1. Place a piece of ceiling trim onto 

the ceiling rail and measure from 
the top of the trim to the floor. Make 
allowance for how far the universal 
post will sink into the carpet and then 
cut the post to that dimension. Stand 
the universal post under the ceiling 
rail and confirm that the top of the 
post lines up with the top of the 
ceiling cover (Figure 1).

2. Following the installation 
instructions for the other components 
(i.e. panels or door frames), begin to 
prepare to install those items next to 
the universal post.

Door Frames
3. Tap both the inner and outer center 

caps off of the door post which will 
install next to the universal post. Tap 
on the end of the cap with a block 
and mallet until the center cap slides 
out of the post. The outer cap can be 
put into stock but keep the inner cap 
for reinstallation after the door frame 
is connected to the universal post 
(Figure 2).

Note: For door frames, the door post 
will be attached to the universal post 
with screws that pass through the 
door post and thread into the vertical 
threaded groove of the universal 
post.  

4. The door post has 4 holes drilled 
all the way through the post. The 
inside face of the post has larger 
clearance holes that will allow the 
entire screw to pass through and the 
outside face of the post has smaller 
clearance holes where just the shank 
of the screw will fit through. With 

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Universal Posts
Installation Instructions
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5
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#10-24 x  /1 4”
self-tapping

screws
(31.12.0936)

the fully assembled door frame up 
against the universal post, pass a 
screw through the clearance hole in 
the inside face of the door post using 
a magnetic bit. Twist the screw into 
the vertical threaded groove in the 
universal post. Continue to attach 
the door post to the universal post by 
installing and tightening the rest of 
the screws (Figure 3). 

5. Reinstall the inner door center cap to 
conceal the holes (Figure 4).

6. Glass panels run into the center of 
the universal post using a flexible 
glazing seal. The edge of the glass 
and the glazing extrusion hide the 
vertical threaded groove in the 
universal post. The glass panel 
connects to the universal post using 
a L-bracket. The L-bracket must be 
secured to the floor channel of the 
glass panel using two #10-24 x 3/8” 
carpet gripper screws (31.12.9070) 
when installing on carpet. Or, when 
installing an L-bracket to a floor 
channel over hard floor, use two 
#10-24 x 1/4” self-tapping screws 
(31.12.0936). Finally, the L-bracket 
attaches to the universal post with 
one 1/4-20 x 1/2” self-drilling screw as 
illustrated (Figure 5).

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Universal Posts
Installation Instructions
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - LJS-G Full-Height Glass Sliding Door
Installation Instructions
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Figure 2 - Door Guide Block
Placement Detail

Figure 3 - Channel to Panel
Clamp Detail

Figure 1 - Guide Bracket to
Door Post Detail
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LJS-G Full-Height Glass Sliding 
Door Installation

Door Frame Assembly & 
Installation
1. Measure and cut door posts 

(standard post 50.1287.NL and 
sliding door strike post  
50.1686.NL). First, place a sample 
piece of ceiling trim onto the ceiling 
rail (Figure 4). 

2. For the sliding door strike post, 
measure from the bottom of the 
ceiling trim to the floor, account 
extra length for how far the post will 
sink into the carpet (Figure 4).

Important: Always cut the posts 
from the bottom.

3. Cut the sliding door strike post to 
that measurement (Figure 4).

4. For the standard non-locking door 
post, measure from the bottom of 
the ceiling trim to the floor, account 
extra length for how far the post will 
sink into the carpet, and thickness 
of the bottom guide bracket 
(50.1299), 1/16” (Figure 4).

5. Cut the standard non-locking post 
to that measurement (Figure 4).

6. Stand the door posts under the 
ceiling rail and confirm that the 
posts line up to the bottom of the 
ceiling trim. Remove the sample 
ceiling trim once the posts are the 
correct height (Figure 4).

7. Lay the standard and sliding door 
strike posts with the top frame 
channel on the floor in the correct 
orientation and secure three pieces 
together using four 1/4 -20 x 13/4” 
Torx screws (49.1151) (Figure 4).

8. Install the guide block on the 
bottom guide bracket in the correct 
position using two #10-32 x 5/8” 
screws (50.1326) (Figure 2).

9. Install the bottom guide bracket 
onto the door post using two  
1/4 -20 x 11/2” self-tapping screws 
(12.2709) (Figure 2).

10. Stand the door frame assembly up 
and into the ceiling rail.

Sliding Door Track Installation
11. To mount the sliding door track 

assembly (50.1298), start by 
installing the channel (50.1294) 
to the panel clamp on the adjacent 
panel (Figure 3). Position the 
channel on the panel clamp and 
push the channel up until it fully 
seats against the ceiling rail. 
Secure the channel using twelve 
#10-24 x 5/8” screws (31.12.9070). 
Make sure the screws do not hit 
the circular openings of the panel 
clamp (Figure 4).

12. Install the ceiling trim (50.1277)
over the channel (50.1294) butting 
it against the top frame channel 
(50.1291) (Figure 4).

13. Clean the track (50.1298) prior to 
installation. Make sure the track is 
free of debris.

14. With the assistance of two people, 
position the track against the top 
frame channel and the ceiling trim 
about 11/8” from the bottom of the 
top frame channel to the bottom 
of the track (Figure 4). Mark each 
screw hole.

Note: The valance should be flush 
with the bottom of the top frame 
channel when installed. 

15. Remove the track and center punch 
each marked screw hole. Then drill 
pilot holes using a 5/32” drill bit.

16. Position the track over the pilot 
holes and secure using eight  
#10-24 x 3/4” self-tapping screws  
(PC.12.0006) (Figure 4).

17. Insert the trolley assembly (soft 
stop trolley assembly, 50.1679 
or bumper stop trolly assembly, 
50.1680 - not shown) into the 
door track (Figure 4). See separate 
instructions included with the door 
stops and trolleys.

Sliding Door Leaf Assembly 
18. To hang the sliding door leaf, begin 

by attaching the continuous hanger 
assembly (50.1682) to the top of 
the door leaf. First, apply a strip of 
seal (50.1659) across the top of the 
door leaf aligning the non-taped 
edge to the top edge of the door leaf 
(Figure 4 & Detail A). 

Note: Seal can be applied to either 
side of door leaf. The seal will act 
as a shim between the continuous 
hanger assembly and the glass.

 
19. Next, remove the M6 x 30mm 

screws from the glass holder 
inserts (50.1660) and place the 
glass holder inserts into the 
notches at the top of door leaf. 
Then, slide the continuous hanger 
assembly over the top of the door 
leaf (Figure 4, Detail A).

20. Orientate the continuous hanger 
assembly so the weather seal faces 
the door frame. Attach the hanger 
to the glass using the M6 x 30mm 
screws through the countersunk 
holes in the top of the hanger.

Note: Spring hanger clips are 
handed so be sure to orientate the 
spring hanger clips so the spring 
lever always faces the outside of the 
door leaf and pivots away from the 
door frame. 

21. Slide the spring hanger clips into 
the slot in the continuous hanger 
assembly to the dimension shown 
in Detail B and tighten screws. 

22. With the assistance of a second 
person, hang the door by first 
aligning the trolley bolts with the 
spring hanger clips. The trolley 
bolts slide into spring hanger clips 
and lock into place with spring 
levers (Figure 1 & Detail B).
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - LJS-G Full-Height Glass Sliding Door
Installation Instructions

Adjustable Bottom Clamp 
Installation
23. To attach the adjustable bottom 

clamp (50.1312), make sure the 
door leaf is partially positioned over 
the door opening. Then insert two 
adjustable bushings (50.1309) into 
the two holes in the bottom of the 
door leaf (Figure 4).

24. Apply four strips of gasket cork 
(38.06.1315), two on each side of 
the two holes, overlapping the hole 
a little to retain the bushing at each 
side. Start at the top of the hole and 
go down around the bottom edge 
of the glass, and up to the top of 
the hole on the opposite side of the 
glass (Figure 4 & Detail C). Note 
the cork height of 11/4” at each side.

25. Slide the adjustable bottom clamp 
on the door leaf and over the guide 
block from the opposite end of the 
sliding door strike post (Figure 4).

26. Spin a 10-32 hex standoff (50.1324) 
on one of the #10-32 x 1/4” Phillips 
head screws (49.1728). Do the 
same for the second set (Figure 4).

27. Position the adjustable bottom 
clamp to approximately ½” off the 
floor and install both the screw 
and hex standoff through the two 
bushings (Figure 4).

28. Install both of the second screws 
into the opposite end of the hex 
standoffs (Figure 4). Do not fully 
tighten.

29. Install both end caps (50.1538) 
with double-sided tape (50.1499) 
on the adjustable bottom clamp. 
Push the end caps all of the way in 
so that the cap is tight up against 
the edge of the glass (Figure 4).

30. Tighten the #10-32 x 1/4” Phillips 
head screws to secure the 
adjustable bottom clamp to the 
door leaf (Figure 4).

31. Mark and cut the bottom trim 
covers (50.1316) to the width of 
the glass, then remove the release 
paper from the adhesive tape pads on 
the outside of the clamp (Figure 4). 

32. Hang the covers on the top of the 
clamp and rotate down. Press on 
the covers to make sure the covers 
and the tape are fully seated on the 
adjustable bottom clamp (Figure 4).

33. Adjust the height of the door leaf 
by adjusting the bolts and nuts on 
trolley assembly (50.1679)  
(Figure 4). 

Valance Installation
34. Measure the distance from the 

outside of the door frame to the 
end of the adjacent panel(s) and 
cut the valance (50.1307) to length 
(Figure 4). 

35. Position the valance end caps 
(50.1557) on both ends of the track 
and secure using two #10-16 x 1/2” 
Tek screws (31.12.9081) (Figure 4 
& Detail D).

36. Install the valance onto the track 
and end caps (Figure 4).

Door Handle Installation
37. Install door handle and lock 

hardware per handle instructions.

Locking Door Installation
38. For locking doors, remove sliding 

door seal (50.1517) from the slot in 
the sliding door strike post and set 
it aside (Figure 4).

39. Position the sliding door deadbolt 
catch (50.1655) into the cutout in 
the sliding door strike post. Adjust 
the position so that the slot of the 
deadbolt catch is over the  
pre-drilled hole and secure using 
a #10 flat head screw (49.1837) 
(Detail E). 

40. Close the door and operate the lock 
to check the height of the catch. 
Re-open the door, loosen the screw 
and adjust the height of the catch 
accordingly for proper hook bolt 
engagement (Detail E). 

41. Once the height of the catch is 
good, drill a pilot hole into the first 
wall of sliding door strike post 
through the bottom hole of the 
catch (Detail E).

42. Install another #10 flat head screw 
to lock the catch in place (Detail E). 

43. To re-install the bulb seal, first 
measure from the top of the catch 
to the top of strike post. Cut a 
section out of the bulb seal to that 
dimension and slide it back into the 
slot of the strike post from the top 
(Figure 4). 

44. Next, measure from the bottom of 
the cutout to the floor and cut the 
remaining section of the seal to 
that length. Slide seal into the slot 
of the strike post from the bottom 
of cutout to the floor (Figure 1 & 
Detail E).

45. Follow other instructions in this 
manual to complete attaching the 
door frame to the adjacent panels, 
trim and sound seal.
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - LJS-A/LJS-W Full-Height Aluminum/Wood Sliding Door
Installation Instructions

LJS-A / LJS-W Full-Height 
Aluminum / Wood Sliding Door 
Installation

Door Frame Assembly & 
Installation
1. Measure and cut door posts 

(standard post 50.1287.NL and 
sliding door strike post  
50.1686.NL). First, place a sample 
piece of ceiling trim onto the ceiling 
rail (Figure 4). 

2. For the sliding door strike post, 
measure from the bottom of the 
ceiling trim to the floor, account 
extra length for how far the post will 
sink into the carpet (Figure 4).

Important: Always cut the posts 
from the bottom.

3. Cut the sliding strike post to that 
measurement (Figure 4).

4. For the standard non-locking door 
post, measure from the bottom of 
the ceiling trim to the floor, account 
extra length for how far the post will 
sink into the carpet, and thickness 
of the bottom guide bracket 
(50.1299), 1/16” (Figure 4).

5. Cut the standard non-locking post 
to that measurement (Figure 4).

6. Stand the door posts under the 
ceiling rail and confirm that the 
posts line up to the bottom of the 
ceiling trim. Remove the sample 
ceiling trim once the posts are the 
correct height (Figure 4).

7. Lay the standard and sliding door 
strike posts with the top frame 
channel on the floor in the correct 
orientation and secure the three 
pieces together using four  
1/4 -20 x 11/2” Torx screws (Figure 4).

8. Install the guide block on the 
bottom guide bracket in the correct 
position using two #10-32 x 5/8” 
screws (Figure 2).

9. Install the bottom guide bracket onto 
the door post using two  
1/4 -20 x 11/2” self-tapping screws 
(Figure 2).

10. Stand the door frame assembly up 
and into the ceiling rail.

Sliding Door Track Installation
11. To mount the sliding door track 

assembly (50.1298), start by 
installing the channel (50.1294) 
to the panel clamp on the adjacent 
panel (Figure 3). Position the 
channel on the panel clamp and 
push the channel up until it fully 
seats against the ceiling rail. 
Secure the channel using twelve 
#10-24 x 5/8” screws (31.12.9070). 
Make sure the screws do not hit 
the circular openings of the panel 
clamp (Figure 4).

12. Install the ceiling trim (50.1277)
over the channel (50.1294) butting 
it against the top frame channel 
(50.1291) (Figure 4).

13. Clean the track (50.1298) prior to 
installation. Make sure the track is 
free of debris.

14. With the assistance of two people, 
position the track against the top 
frame channel and the ceiling trim 
about 11/8” from the bottom of the 
top frame channel to the bottom 
of the track (Figure 4). If needed, 
adjust the position of the track to 
match the level of the floor. Mark 
each screw hole.

Note: The valance should be flush 
with the bottom of the top frame 
channel when installed. 

15. Remove the track and center punch 
each marked screw hole. Then drill 
pilot holes using a 5/32” drill bit.

16. Position the track over the pilot 
holes and secure using eight  
#10-24 x 3/4” self-tapping screws 
(Figure 4).

17. Insert the trolley assembly (soft 
stop trolley assembly, 49.1776 
or bumper stop trolly assembly, 
50.1334.2 - not shown) into the 
door track (Figure 4). See separate 
instructions included with the door 
stops and trolleys.
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Adjustable Bottom Channel 
Installation - Wood Door
18. To install the adjustable bottom 

channel for wood doors, first 
measure the height required 
for the door allowing for a ½” 
undercut. The door height should 
be measured from the bottom of the 
hanger bolt on the trolly assembly 
(49.1776) to the floor minus the ½” 
undercut.

19. Stack the appropriate amount of 
shims with the bottom channel 
to achieve the door height 
measurement noted (Detail E).

20. Attach the bottom channel 
(50.1533.LSH) to the door leaf 
using four #12 x 21/2” wood  
screws (31.12.9046) through the  
pre-drilled holes in the channel 
(Detail E). 

21. To install the adjustable bottom end 
caps, measure from the bottom of 
the bottom channel to the top of 
the adjustable bottom notch in the 
door. 

22. Cut the top portion of the adjustable 
bottom end caps (50.1539) to that 
measurement.

23. Position both adjustable bottom 
end caps on the bottom channel 
and secure using four #6-32 x 1/2” 
screws (50.1472) (Detail E).

24. Adjust the height of the door leaf 
by adjusting the bolts and nuts 
on “Soft Stop” trolley assembly 
(49.1776) (Figure 4).

Adjustable Bottom Channel 
Installation - Aluminum Door
25. To install the adjustable bottom 

channel (50.1656) for aluminum 
doors, first measure the height 
required for the door allowing for 
a 1/2” undercut. The door height 
should be measured from the 
bottom of the hanger bolt on the 
trolly assembly (49.1776) to the 
floor minus the 1/2” undercut 
(Figure 4 & Detail F). 

26. Remove door caps from both edges 
of the door and set them aside 
(Detail F). 

27. Remove two 1/4 -20 x 13/4” screws 
(49.1151), channel and shims from 
the bottom of the aluminum door 
(Detail F). 

28. Re-stack the required amount of 
shims with the bottom channel 
to achieve the door height 
measurement noted (Detail F).

29. For a shim thickness of  
0” to 3/4”, use two 1/4 -20 x 11/4” 
screws (49.0001) to secure the 
bottom channel to the door. For a 
shim thickness of 3/4” to 11/4”, use 
two 1/4 -20 x 13/4” screws (49.1151) 
to secure the bottom channel to the 
door (Detail F). 

30. Cut door caps to the height of door 
and re-install (Detail F).

Sliding Door Hanger Assembly 
31. To hang the sliding door leaf, begin 

by attaching the hanger brackets 
(50.1693) to top of door with the 
screws provided. For aluminum 
doors, use #12-24 x 3/4” pan head 
screws (49.1802). For wood doors, 
use #10 x 11/4” pan head screws 
(38.12.5023) (Figure 4, Detail A).  

32. With the assistance of a second 
person, position the door leaf over 
the guide block and then slide the 
appropriate door hanger bracket 
slots into the hanger bolts on the 
trolley. Secure by tightening the 
retaining nuts on the hanger bolts 
(Figure 4 & Detail B).

Valance Installation
33. Measure the distance from the 

outside of the door frame to the 
end of the adjacent panel(s) and 
cut the valance (50.1307) to length 
(Figure 4). 

34. Position the valance end caps 
(50.1558) on both ends of the track 
and secure using two #10-16 x 1/2” 
Tek screws (31.12.9081) (Figure 4 
& Detail C).

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - LJS-A/LJS-W Full-Height Aluminum/Wood Sliding Door
Installation Instructions

35. Install the valance onto the track 
and end caps (Figure 4).

Door Handle Installation
36. Install door handle and lock 

hardware per handle instructions.

Locking Door Installation
37. For locking doors, remove the door 

jamb cap (50.1695) from the slot in 
the sliding door strike post and set 
it aside (Figure 4).

38. Position the sliding door strike 
plate (50.1700) over the cutout in 
the sliding door strike post. Adjust 
the position so that the holes of  
the strike plate are over the  
pre-drilled holes and secure using 
two #10-24 x 1/2” self-tapping 
screws (31.12.0981) (Detail D). 

39. Close the door and operate the lock 
to check the height of the strike 
plate. Re-open the door, loosen the 
screws and adjust the height of the 
strike plate accordingly for proper 
hook bolt engagement (Detail D). 
Re-tighten screws to secure the 
strike plate in place.

40. To re-install the door jamb cap, 
first measure from the top of the 
strike plate to the top of strike post. 
Cut a section out of the door jamb 
cap to that dimension and install it 
back into the slot of the strike post 
(Figure 4 & Detail D). 

41. Next, measure from the bottom of 
the strike plate to the floor and cut 
the remaining section of the door 
jamb cap to that length. Install the 
door jamb cap into the slot of the 
strike post (Figure 4 & Detail D).

42. Follow other instructions in this 
manual to complete attaching the 
door frame to the adjacent panels, 
trim and sound seal.
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - LUS-G Full-Height Glass Sliding Door
Installation Instructions

Left Hand Sliding Door

Right Hand Sliding Door

Figure 2 - Door Guide Block
Placement Detail

Figure 3 - Channel to Panel
Clamp Detail

Figure 1 - Guide Bracket to
Door Post Detail

#10-32 x  / ”5
8

screw (50.1326)

#10-32 x  / ”5
8

screw (50.1326)

guide block
(50.1300)

door opening
direction

door opening
direction

guide block
(50.1300)

1/ -20 x 1 ”4
1/2

self-tapping screw
(12.2709)

bottom guide bracket
(50.1299)

door post

channel
(50.1294)

#10-24 x  / ” screw3
8

(31.12.9070)

panel top
clamp

LUS-G Full-Height Glass Sliding 
Door Installation

Door Frame Assembly & 
Installation
1. Measure and cut door posts 

(standard non-locking posts 
50.1287.NL). First, place a sample 
piece of ceiling trim onto the ceiling 
rail (Figure 4). 

2. For the door post without the 
bottom guide bracket and guide 
block, measure from the bottom of 
the ceiling trim to the floor, account 
extra length for how far the post will 
sink into the carpet (Figure 4).

Important: Always cut the posts 
from the bottom.

3. Cut the post to that measurement 
(Figure 4).

4. For the door post with the bottom 
guide bracket and guide block, 
measure from the bottom of the 
ceiling trim to the floor, account 
extra length for how far the post will 
sink into the carpet, and thickness 
of the bottom guide bracket 
(50.1299), 1/16” (Figure 4).

5. Cut the post to that measurement 
(Figure 4).

6. Stand the door posts under the 
ceiling rail and confirm that the 
posts line up to the bottom of the 
ceiling trim. Remove the sample 
ceiling trim once the posts are the 
correct height (Figure 4).

7. Lay the posts with the top frame 
channel on the floor in the correct 
orientation and secure the three 
pieces together using four  
1/4 -20 x 13/4” Torx screws 
(49.1151) (Figure 4).

8. Install the guide block on the 
bottom guide bracket in the correct 
position using two #10-32 x 5/8” 
screws (50.1326) (Figure 2).

9. Install the bottom guide bracket 
onto the door post using two  

1/4 -20 x 11/2” self-tapping screws 
(12.2709) (Figure 2).

10. Stand the door frame assembly up 
and into the ceiling rail.

Sliding Door Track Installation
11. To mount the sliding door track 

assembly (50.1298), start by 
installing the channel (50.1294) 
to the panel clamp on the adjacent 
panel (Figure 3 & 4). Position 
the channel on the panel clamp 
and push the channel up until it 
fully seats against the ceiling rail. 
Secure the channel using twelve 
#10-24 x 5/8” screws (31.12.9070). 
Make sure the screws do not hit 
the circular openings of the panel 
clamp (Figure 4).

12. Install the ceiling trim (50.1277) 
over the channel (50.1294) butting 
it against the top frame channel 
(50.1291) (Figure 4).

13. Clean the track (50.1298) prior to 
installation. Make sure the track is 
free of debris.

14. With the assistance of two people, 
position the track against the top 
frame channel and the ceiling trim 
about 11/8” from the bottom of the 
top frame channel to the bottom 
of the track (Figure 4). Mark each 
screw hole.

Note: The valance should be flush 
with the bottom of the top frame 
channel when installed. 

15. Remove the track and center punch 
each marked screw hole. Then drill 
pilot holes using a 5/32” drill bit.

16. Position the track over the pilot 
holes and secure using eight 
#10-24 x 3/4” self-tapping screws 
(PC.12.0006) (Figure 4).

17. Insert the trolley assembly (soft 
stop trolley assembly, 50.1626 
or bumper stop trolly assembly, 
50.1334.2 - not shown) into the 
door track (Figure 4). See separate 

instructions included with the door 
stops and trolleys.

Sliding Door Leaf Assembly 
18. To hang the sliding door leaf, begin 

by attaching the hanger bracket 
assemblies to the top of the door. 
First, disassemble the door hanger 
assemblies (50.1394), leaving the 
hanging brackets (50.1304) still 
attached (Figure 4 & Detail A). 

19. Insert two bushings (50.1301) into 
the first set of mounting holes from 
the outside of the door leaf 

      (Figure 4 & Detail A).

20. Position the door hanger bracket 
(50.1302) so that it sits on the 
door leaf with the pre-drilled holes 
over the two bushings. Using the 
appropriate spanner and Allen 
wrench, secure the door hanger 
bracket using two 5/16 -18 x 7/8” 
socket screws (50.1303), washer 
gasket (49.1496) and threaded 
steel stud (49.1495). Repeat steps 
to install the second door hanger 
assembly (Figure 4 & Detail A).

21. Adjust the length of the hanger 
bolts on the trolley (49.1776) 
to receive the hanging bracket 
(50.1304) (Figure 4 & Detail A).

22. With the assistance of a second 
person, install the door leaf with  
the door hanger brackets into  
the hanger bolts (Figure 4 &  
Detail B). Tighten the retaining nuts 
to secure the door leaf in place. 
Final adjustments will be made 
once the adjustable bottom clamp 
is installed.

Adjustable Bottom Clamp 
Installation
23. To attach the adjustable bottom 

clamp (50.1312), make sure the 
door leaf is partially positioned over 
the door opening. Then insert two 
adjustable bushings (50.1309) into 
the two holes in the bottom of the 
door leaf (Figure 4).

24. Apply four strips of gasket cork 
(38.06.1315), two on each side of 
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(49.0376)

insert
(50.1406)

cork gasket
(38.06.1315)
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(49.1496)
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(49.1495)
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Detail A - Door Hanger Assembly
(50.1394)

1 /
1

4”

Detail B - Cork Gasket
Note: Apply cork gasket tape(38.06.1315)
to bottom of glass door as shown. Overlap

gasket on hole to hold in bushing and
barrel nut.

#10-16 x 1/2” Tek screw
(31.12.9081)

track
(50.1298)

valance end cap
(50.1557)

Detail C - Valance End Cap
See Detail A

See Detail C

“Soft Stop trolley assembly”
(50.1626)

track
(50.1298)

#10-24 x 3/4”
self-tapping screw

(PC.12.0006)

1/ -20 x 14
3/ Torx screw4”

(49.1151)

Figure 4 - LUS-G Full-Height Glass Sliding Door (Phase 2)

5 7/   -18 x  /16 8”

#10-32 x  /1
4”

Phillips head screw
(49.1728)

inner
center cap

(50.1296.IV)

standard
non-locking door post

(50.1287.NL)

outer
center cap

(50.1296.OV)

header cap
(50.1296.HS)

Genius post
(50.1321.NL)

drywall post
(50.1323.NL)

10-32 hex standoff
(50.1324)

1 1/4 -20 x 1 /2”
self-tapping screw

(12.2709)

#10-32 x  / screw5
8”

(50.1326)

#6-32 x  /1
8”

set screw
(50.1402)

See
Figures 1 & 2
for installation

double-sided
tape

(50.1499)

cork gasket
(38.06.1315)
(See Detail B)

door leaf
(non-locking

shown)

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - LUS-G Full-Height Glass Sliding Door
Installation Instructions
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

the two holes, overlapping each 
hole a little to retain the bushing 
at each side. Start at the top of 
the hole and go down around the 
bottom edge of the glass, and up to 
the top of the hole on the opposite 
side of the glass (Figure 4 & 
Detail B). Note the cork height of 
11/4” at each side.

25. Slide the adjustable bottom clamp 
on the door leaf and over the guide 
block from the opposite end of the 
sliding door strike post (Figure 4).

26. Spin a 10-32 hex standoff (50.1324) 
on one of the #10-32 x 1/4” Phillips 
head screws (49.1728). Do the 
same for the second set (Figure 4).

27. Position the adjustable bottom 
clamp to approximately ½” off the 
floor and install both the screw 
and hex standoff through the two 
bushings (Figure 4).

28. Install both of the second screws 
into the opposite end of the hex 
standoffs (Figure 4). Do not fully 
tighten.

29. Install both end caps (50.1538) 
with double-sided tape (50.1499) 
on the adjustable bottom clamp. 
Push the end caps all of the way in 
so that the cap is tight up against 
the edge of the glass (Figure 4).

30. Tighten the #10-32 x 1/4” Phillips 
head screws to secure the 
adjustable bottom clamp to the 
door leaf (Figure 4).

31. Mark and cut the bottom trim 
covers (50.1316) to the width of 
the glass, then remove the release 
paper from the adhesive tape pads 
on the outside of the clamp  
(Figure 4).

32. Hang the covers on the top of the 
clamp and rotate down. Press on 
the covers to make sure the covers 
and the tape are fully seated on the 
adjustable bottom clamp (Figure 4).

33. Adjust the height of the door leaf 
by adjusting the bolts and nuts on 
the trolley assembly (49.1776) as 
required (Figure 4).

Valance Installation
34. Measure the distance from the 

outside of the door frame to the 
end of the adjacent panel(s) and 
cut the valance (50.1307) to length 
(Figure 4). 

35. Position the valance end caps 
(50.1557) on both ends of the track 
and secure using two #10-16 x 1/2” 
Tek screws (31.12.9081) (Figure 4 
& Detail D).

36. Install the valance onto the track 
and end caps (Figure 4).

37. Follow other instructions in this 
manual to complete attaching the 
door handle, door lock, the door 
frame to adjacent panels, trim and 
sound seal.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - LUS-G Full-Height Glass Sliding Door
Installation Instructions
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - LUP-G Full-Height Glass Pivot Door
Installation Instructions

LUP-G Full-Height Glass Pivot 
Door Installation

Door Frame Assembly & 
Installation

Note: Strike side door posts come 
pre-assembled with the clips, 
molding, bulb seal, strike box and 
strike plate. Pivot side door posts 
come pre-assembled with the clips, 
molding, bulb seal and pivot door 
plate assembly.

1. Measure and cut door posts. First, 
place a sample piece of ceiling trim 
onto the ceiling rail (Figure 1). 

2. For the strike side door post 
(50.1401), measure from the 
bottom of the ceiling trim to the 
floor and also account extra length 
for how far the post will sink into 
the carpet (Figure 1).

Important: Always cut the posts 
from the bottom.

3. Cut the strike side post to that 
measurement (Figure 1).

4. For the door post with the pivot 
door plate (50.1369), measure from 
the bottom of the ceiling trim to the 
floor and also account extra length 
for how far the post will sink into 
the carpet and thickness of the pivot 
door plate, 1/8” (Figure 1).
If installed, the pivot door plate 
assembly will need to be removed 
prior to cutting the post.

5. Cut the post to that measurement 
(Figure 1).

6. Re-install the pivot door plate 
assembly and stand the posts under 
the ceiling rail and confirm that the 
posts line up to the bottom of the 
ceiling trim. Remove the sample 
ceiling trim once the posts are the 
correct height (Figure 1).

7. Lay the posts with the top frame 
channel on the floor in the correct 
orientation and secure the pieces 
together using four 1/4 -20 x 13/4” 
Torx screws (49.1151) (Figure 1).

8. If not already installed, position 
the pivot block insert (50.1423) 
over the pre-drilled holes in the top 
frame channel and secure using two 
1/4 -20 x 1/2” self-tapping screws 
(49.1270) (Figure 1).

9. Install the upper pivot bushing 
(50.1368) into the pivot block insert 
(Figure 1).

10. Stand the door frame assembly up 
and into the ceiling rail. Make sure 
the door frame is plumb.

Door Leaf Pivot Installation
11. To prepare the pivot door leaf, 

begin by attaching the upper pivot 
holder assembly (50.1449). Apply 
cork gasket (50.1378) around the 
perimeter of the notch in the top of 
the door leaf (Figure 1).

12. Apply two pieces of cork gasket 
(50.1373) to the inside of one half 
of the glass pivot door top housing 
(50.1355) (Figure 1). Repeat this 
step for the other half.

glass pivot door strip
(50.1451)

glass setting tape

1/ shim (50.1376)2”
1/ shim (50.1375)4”
1/ shim (50.1374)8”

end cover assembly
(50.1476)

glass pivot door
end cover
(50.1473)

block end cover
(50.1492)

#6-32 x 1 /1
4”

self-tapping screw
(50.1491)

bottom pivot
(50.1346)

1 1/ -20 x  /4 4”
set screw
(50.1354)

1 3/ -20 x  / screw4 8”
(12.0904)

Detail A - Pivot Door Bottom

ADA pivot door
bottom cover

(50.1616)

adjustable
bottom channel

(50.1344)

13. Place both glass pivot door top 
housing halves (50.1355) into the 
notch and secure using four 
1/4 -20 x 1” hex head bolts 
(12.5022) and 1/4 -20 hex nuts 
(12.5034). Make sure the housing 
halves assembly is fully seated into 
the notch and tighten nuts firmly 
(Figure 1). 

14. Check to see if the housing nuts 
and bolts are properly tightened 
by temporarily inserting the spring  
(38.45.6000) and pivot pin. It 
should not rattle, but still move 
freely. Remove the pivot pin and 
spring once the housing assembly 
is properly tightened. Do not install 
the spring, pivot pin and trim 
covers at this time (Figure 1).
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double sided tape
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glass pivot
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cork gasket
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(38.45.6000)

cork gasket
(50.1378)

1/ -20 nut4

(12.5034)

outer cap
(50.1296. )OV
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pivot side pivot molding
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strike molding
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pivot molding
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bulb seal
(50.1029)
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(50.1412)

strike plate
(50.1366)

#10-32 x  / ”3
4

self-tapping screw
(50.1447)

adjustable bottom pivot (50.1377)

bottom pivot locking nut
(38.12.5020)

internal star washer
(38.12.5018)

bottom pivot bolt
(50.1371)

pivot door plate
(50.1369)

1/ -20 x 1½” self-tapping screw4

(12.2709)

drywall post
(50.1323. )NL

Genius post
(50.1321. )NL

Figure 1 - LUP-G Full Height Glass Pivot Door (Phase 2)

See Detail A

See Detail A

door leaf

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - LUP-G Full-Height Glass Pivot Door
Installation Instructions
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Adjustable Bottom Channel 
Installation
15. To get an accurate door height 

measurement, first install the 
bottom pivot (50.1346) into 
the adjustable bottom channel 
(50.1344) and secure using four 
1/4 -20 x 1/4” set screws (50.1354) 
(Detail A).

16. Next place the adjustable bottom 
channel with bottom pivot onto the 
adjustable bottom pivot (50.1377) 
(Figure 1).

17. With the assistance of a second 
person, measure from the bottom of 
the upper pivot bushing (50.1368) 
down to the inside bottom of the 
adjustable bottom channel. Note the 
measurement for the door height 
and for installing the right amount 
of shims (Detail A).

18. To attach the bottom channel 
assembly to the door leaf, begin 
by starting 1/4 -20 x 3/8” screws 
(12.0904) into the adjustable 
bottom channel (50.1344) 
(Detail A). Do not twist screws past 
the inner surface of the adjustable 
bottom channel.

19. Place the two glass pivot door 
strips (50.1451) into the adjustable 
bottom channel so that the glass 
setting tape is facing inward and 
toward the top of the channel 
(Detail A). 

20. Place the adjustable bottom 
channel with the door strips onto 
the bottom of the door leaf making 
sure that a pivot door strip is 
positioned on both sides of the 
glass (Detail A).

21. Position the adjustable bottom 
channel onto the bottom of the 
door leaf. Adjust the distance of the 
bottom channel by using a flat head 
screw driver and pushing against 
the edge of the pivot door strip. 
Push down on the pivot door strip 
until the distance from the top of 
the door leaf to the inside bottom 
of the adjustable bottom channel 
matches the previously measured 
height (Detail A).

22. Measure the space between the 
adjustable bottom channel and door 
leaf for the required amount shims 
(50.1374, 50.1375 & 50.1376) 
(Detail A).

23. Slide the stack of shims inside the 
channel between the glass and the 
bottom of the channel. Make sure 
the adjustable bottom channel and 
shims sit firmly against the door 
leaf (Detail A).

24. Tighten ten 1/4 -20 x 3/8” screws 
(12.0904) (Detail A).  

Door Assembly Installation
25. With the assistance of a second 

person, install the door assembly 
onto the adjustable bottom pivot 
(Figure 1).

26. Insert the spring  (38.45.6000) and 
top pivot (50.1372) into the glass 
pivot door top housing. Using the 
supplied tool, compress the 
spring-loaded pivot down and 
move the door into position, then 
release the spring-loaded pivot into 
the upper pivot bushing (Figure 1).

27. Check the door for proper height 
and lock engagement. Adjust the 
height of the door as needed by 
turning the adjustable bottom pivot 
(Figure 1).

Pivot Door Bottom Cover 
Installation
28. Peel the tape backer off of the end 

cover assembly (50.1476). 

29. Position the end cover assembly 
with the adhesive end against the 
block end cover (50.1492) while 
aligning the holes in the orientation 
illustrated (Detail A). Press both 
parts firmly together to make sure 
they are fully seated.

30. Position the end cover assembly 
with the block end cover on the 
adjustable bottom channel and 
secure using a #6-32 x 11/4”  
self-tapping screw (50.1491) 
through the bottom hole (Detail A).
Do not install a screw in the top 
hole until the bottom cover is 
installed.

31. Position the glass pivot door end 
cover (50.1473) on the adjustable 
bottom channel and secure using 
a #6-32 x 11/4” self-tapping screw 
(50.1491) through the bottom hole 
(Detail A). Do not install a screw in 
the top hole until the bottom cover 
is installed.

32. Repeat steps to install the block 
end cover assembly and glass pivot 
door end cover on the opposite end 
of the adjustable bottom channel 
(Detail A).

 
33. Once the end covers are installed, 

measure between the end covers 
and cut the two bottom covers 
(50.1616) to that measurement 
so they fit tightly between the end 
covers (Detail A).

34. Install the bottom covers onto the 
bottom channel by snapping them 
into place (Detail A). 

35. Secure the bottom covers by 
installing four #6-32 x 11/4”  
self-tapping screws (50.1491) 
through the top holes of the block 
end covers and glass pivot door 
end covers.

36. Follow other instructions in this 
manual to complete attaching the 
door handle/lock, the door frame to 
adjacent panels and trim.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - LUP-G Full-Height Glass Pivot Door
Installation Instructions
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Detail A - Wood Pivot Door Bottom Kit (50.1534)

pivot door end cap
(50.1528)

1/2” pivot door shim
(50.1532. )LUP

1/4” pivot door shim
(50.1531. )LUP

1/ pivot door shim8”
(50.1530. )LUP

door end cap
(50.1529)

#6-32 x 1/2”
self-tapping screw

(50.1377)

bottom pivot assembly
(50.1415)

1/4” lock washer
(12.5052)

1 1/ /4 4-20 x screw1 ”
(49.0001)

weather stripping
(49.1272)

adjustable wood
pivot channel

(50.1526)

wood pivot door leaf

#12 x 2 ½”
screw

(31.12.9046)

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - LUP-W Full-Height Wood Pivot Door
Installation Instructions

LUP-W Full-Height Wood Pivot 
Door Installation 

Door Frame Assembly & 
Installation

Note: Strike side door posts come 
pre-assembled with the clips, 
molding, bulb seal, strike box and 
strike plate. Pivot side posts come 
pre-assembled with the clips, 
molding, bulb seal and pivot door 
plate assembly.

1. Measure and cut door posts. First, 
place a sample piece of ceiling trim 
onto the ceiling rail (Figure 1). 

2. For the strike side door post 
(50.1401), measure from the 
bottom of the ceiling trim to the 
floor and also account extra length 
for how far the post will sink into 
the carpet (Figure 1).

Important: Always cut the posts 
from the bottom.

3. Cut the strike side post to that 
measurement (Figure 1).

4. For the door post with the pivot 
door plate (50.1369), measure from 
the bottom of the ceiling trim to the 
floor and also account extra length 
for how far the post will sink into 
the carpet, and thickness of the 
pivot door plate of 1/8” (Figure 1).
If installed, the pivot door plate 
assembly will need to be removed 
prior to cutting the post.

5. Cut the post to that measurement 
(Figure 1).

6. Re-install the pivot door plate 
assembly and stand the door posts 
under the ceiling rail, then confirm 
that the posts line up to the bottom 
of the ceiling trim. Remove the 
sample ceiling trim once the posts 
are the correct height (Figure 1).

7. Lay the posts with the top frame 
channel on the floor in the correct 
orientation and secure the pieces 
together using four 1/4 -20 x 13/4” 
Torx screws (49.1151) (Figure 1).

8. If not already installed, position 
the pivot block insert (50.1423) 
over the pre-drilled holes in the top 
frame channel and secure using two 
1/4 -20 x 1/2” self-tapping screws 
(49.1270) (Figure 1).

9. Install the upper pivot bushing 
(50.1368) into the pivot block insert 
(Figure 1).

10. Stand the door frame assembly up 
and into the ceiling rail. Make sure 
the door frame is plumb.

Door Leaf Pivot Installation
11. To prepare the pivot door leaf, 

begin by installing the upper pivot 
housing (90.2407.BL). Position the 
upper pivot housing into the cutout 
in the top of the door leaf and 
secure using four #6 x 2” screws 
(38.12.5191) (Figure 1). Do not 
install the spring and top pivot at 
this time.

Adjustable Wood Pivot Channel 
Installation
12. To get an accurate door height 

measurement, slide the bottom 
pivot assembly (50.1415) into the 
adjustable wood pivot channel 
(50.1526) and secure using two 1/4” 
lock washers (12.5052) and  
1/4 -20 x 11/4” screws (49.0001) 
(Detail A).

13. Next, place the adjustable wood 
pivot channel onto the adjustable 
bottom pivot assembly (Figure 1).

14. With the assistance of a second 
person, measure from the bottom 
of the upper pivot bushing down to 
the top of the adjustable wood pivot 
channel. Note the measurement for 
the door height and for installing 
the right amount of shims  
(Detail A).

15. To attach the adjustable wood pivot 
channel to the door leaf, begin by 
placing the adjustable wood pivot 
channel into the bottom of the door 
leaf (Detail A).

16. Measure the space between the 
adjustable bottom channel and 
door leaf for the required amount 
shims (50.1530.LUP, 50.1531.LUP, 
50.1532.LUP) (Detail A).
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See Detail A

outer
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pivot door
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adjustable bottom pivot
(50.1377)

bottom pivot locking nut
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bottom pivot bolt
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pivot door plate
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1/ -20 x 14 ”1/2

self-tapping screw
(12.2709)

bulb seal
(50.1029)

#10-32 x  /3 4”
self-tapping screw

(50.1447)

Figure 1 - LUP-W Full-Height Wood Pivot Door

17. Reposition the stack of shims with 
the channel into the door leaf. Make 
sure the adjustable bottom channel 
and shims sit firmly against the 
door leaf and secure using four  
#12 x 21/2” screws (Detail A).

18. To get the correct height for the 
pivot door end caps (50.1528 
& 50.1529), measure from the 
bottom of the adjustable wood pivot 
channel to the end of the notch in 
the door leaf (Detail A).

Note: Another way to get the 
correct height measurement for the 
pivot door end cap is to place the 
cap upside down over the notch 
and adjustable wood pivot channel. 
Then mark the cap from the bottom 
of the channel.

19. Cut the pivot door end caps to 
that measurement. Cut from the 
extended top portion of the cap.

20. Position the pivot door end cap 
over the adjustable wood pivot 
channel and secure using two 
#6-32 x 1/2” self-tapping screws. 
Repeat step to install the other cap 
(Detail A).

Door Assembly Installation
21. With the assistance of a second 

person, install the door assembly 
onto the adjustable bottom pivot 
(50.1377)(Figure 1).

22. Insert the spring (38.45.6000) and 
top pivot (38.13.2150) into the 
upper pivot housing. Using the 
supplied tool, compress the 
spring-loaded pivot down and 
move the door into position, then 
release the spring-loaded pivot into 
the upper pivot bushing (Figure 1).

23. Check the door for proper height 
and lock engagement. Adjust the 
height of the door as needed by 
turning the adjustable bottom pivot 
(Figure 1).

24. Follow other instructions in this 
manual to complete attaching the 
door handle/lock, the door frame to 
adjacent panels and trim.
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - LUDS-G Double Full-Height Glass Sliding Door
Installation Instructions

LUDS-G Double Full-Height Glass 
Sliding Door Installation

Door Frame Assembly & 
Installation
1. Measure and cut door posts 

(standard non-locking posts 
50.1287.NL). First, place a sample 
piece of ceiling trim onto the ceiling 
rail (Figure 4). 

2. For the door post without the 
bottom guide bracket and guide 
block, measure from the bottom of 
the ceiling trim to the floor, account 
extra length for how far the post will 
sink into the carpet (Figure 4).

Important: Always cut the posts 
from the bottom.

3. Cut the post to that measurement 
(Figure 4).

4. For the post with the bottom guide 
bracket and guide block, measure 
from the bottom of the ceiling trim 
to the floor, account extra length for 
how far the post will sink into the 
carpet, and thickness of the bottom 
guide bracket (50.1299), 1/16” 
(Figure 4).

5. Cut the post to that measurement 
(Figure 4).

6. Stand the posts under the ceiling 
rail and confirm that the posts line 
up to the bottom of the ceiling 
trim. Remove the sample ceiling 
trim once the posts are the correct 
height (Figure 4).

7. Lay the posts with the top frame 
channel on the floor in the correct 
orientation and secure the three 
pieces together using four  
1/4 -20 x 13/4” Torx screws 
(49.1151) (Figure 4).

8. Install the guide block on the 
bottom guide bracket in the correct 
position using two #10-32 x 5/8” 
screws (50.1326) (Figure 2).

9. Install the bottom guide bracket 
onto the door post using two  

1/4 -20 x 11/2” self-tapping screws 
(12.2709) (Figure 1).

10. Stand the door frame assembly up 
and into the ceiling rail.

Sliding Door Track Installation
11. To mount the sliding door track 

assembly (50.1298), start by 
installing the channel (50.1294) 
to the panel clamp on the adjacent 
panel (Figure 3 & 4). Position 
the channel on the panel clamp 
and push the channel up until it 
fully seats against the ceiling rail. 
Secure the channel using twelve 
#10-24 x 5/8” screws (31.12.9070). 
Make sure the screws do not hit 
the circular openings of the panel 
clamp (Figure 4).

12. Install the ceiling trim (50.1277) 
over the channel (50.1294) butting 
it against the top frame channel 
(50.1291) (Figure 4).

13. Clean the track (50.1298) prior to 
installation. Make sure the track is 
free of debris.

14. With the assistance of two people, 
position the track against the top 
frame channel and the ceiling trim 
about 11/8” from the bottom of the 
top frame channel to the bottom 
of the track (Figure 4). Mark each 
screw hole.

Note: The valance should be flush 
with the bottom of the top frame 
channel when installed. 

15. Remove the track and center punch 
each marked screw hole. Then drill 
pilot holes using a 5/32” drill bit.

16. Position the track over the pilot 
holes and secure using eight 
#10-24 x 3/4” self-tapping screws 
(PC.12.0006) (Figure 4).

17. Insert the trolley assembly (soft 
stop trolley assembly, 50.1626 
or bumper stop trolly assembly, 
50.1334.2 - not shown) into the 
door track (Figure 4). See separate 
instructions included with the door 
stops and trolleys.

Left Hand
Sliding Door

Right Hand
Sliding Door

#10-32 x  / ”5
8

screw (50.1326)

#10-32 x  / ”5
8

screw (50.1326)

guide block
(50.1300)

door opening
direction

door opening
direction

guide block
(50.1300)

1/ -20 x 1½”4

(12.2709)

bottom guide bracket
(50.1299)

door post

channel
(50.1294)

#10-24 x  / ” screw3
8

(31.12.9070)

panel top
clamp

Figure 2 - Door Guide Block
Placement Detail

Figure 1 - Guide Bracket to Door Post
Detail

Figure 3 - Channel to Panel Clamp
Detail
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Detail D - Flexible Seal
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Figure 4 - LUDS-G Double Full-Height Sliding Glass Door
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - LUDS-G Double Full-Height Glass Sliding Door
Installation Instructions

Start at the top of the hole and go 
down around the bottom edge of 
the glass and up to the top of the 
hole on the opposite side of the 
glass (Figure 4 & Detail B). Note 
the cork height of 11/4” at each side.

25. Slide the adjustable bottom clamp 
on the door leaf and over the guide 
block from the opposite end of the 
sliding door strike post (Figure 4).

26. Spin a 10-32 hex standoff (50.1324) 
on one of the #10-32 x 1/4” Phillips 
head screws (49.1728). Do the 
same for the second set (Figure 4).

27. Position the adjustable bottom 
clamp to approximately ½” off the 
floor and install both the screw 
and hex standoff through the two 
bushings (Figure 4).

28. Install both of the second screws 
into the opposite end of the hex 
standoffs (Figure 4). Do not fully 
tighten.

29. Install both glass end caps 
(50.1538) with double-sided tape 
(50.1499) on the adjustable bottom 
clamp. Push the end caps all of 
the way in so that the cap is tight 
up against the edge of the glass 
(Figure 4).

30. Tighten the #10-32 x 1/4” Phillips 
head screws to secure the 
adjustable bottom clamp to the 
door leaf (Figure 4).

31. Mark and cut the bottom trim 
covers (50.1316) to the width of 
the glass, then remove the release 
paper from the adhesive tape pads 
on the outside of the clamp  
(Figure 4).

32. Hang the covers on the top of the 
clamp and rotate down. Press on 
the covers to make sure the covers 
and the tape are fully seated on the 
adjustable bottom clamp (Figure 4).

33. Adjust the height of the door leaf 
by adjusting the bolts and nuts on 
the trolley assembly (50.1626) as 
required.

Sliding Door Leaf Assembly 
18. To hang a sliding door leaf, begin 

by attaching the hanger bracket 
assemblies to the top of the door. 
First, disassemble the door hanger 
assemblies (50.1394), leaving the 
hanging brackets (50.1304) still 
attached (Detail A). 

19. Insert two bushings (50.1301) into 
the first set of mounting holes from 
the outside of the door leaf 
(Detail A).

20. Position the door hanger bracket 
(50.1302) so that it sits on the 
door leaf with the pre-drilled holes 
over the two bushings. Using the 
appropriate spanner and Allen 
wrench, secure the door hanger 
bracket using two 5/16 -18 x 7/8” 
socket screws (50.1303), washer 
gasket (49.1496) and threaded steel 
stud (49.1495). Repeat steps to 
install the remaining door hanger 
assemblies on both doors  
(Figure 4 & Detail A).

21. Adjust the length of the hanger 
bolts on both trollies (50.1626) 
to receive the hanging brackets 
(50.1304) (Figure 4 & Detail A). 

22. With the assistance of a second 
person, install the door leaf with 
the door hanger brackets into the 
hanger bolts (Figure 4). Tighten the 
retaining nuts on the hanger bolts 
to secure the door leaf in place. 
Repeat step to install the other 
door leaf. Final adjustments will be 
made once the adjustable bottom is 
installed.

Adjustable Bottom Clamp 
Installation
23. To attach the adjustable bottom 

clamp (50.1312), make sure the 
door leaf is partially positioned over 
the door opening. Then insert two 
adjustable bushings (50.1309) into 
the two holes in the bottom of the 
door leaf (Figure 4).

24. Apply four strips of gasket cork 
(38.06.1315), two on each side of 
the two holes, overlapping each 
hole a little to retain the bushing. 

Valance Installation
34. Measure the distance from the 

outside of the door frame to the 
end of the adjacent panel(s) and 
cut the valance (50.1307) to length 
(Figure 4). 

35. Position the valance end caps 
(50.1557) on both ends of the  
track and secure using two  
#10-16 x 1/2” screws (31.12.9081) 
(Figure 4 & Detail C).

36. Install the valance onto the track 
and end caps (Figure 4).

Flexible Seal Installation
Note: Full-height double-sliding 
doors require a flexible seal on one 
of the door leafs. Mounting tape 
and seal are supplied by the factory 
and must be installed.

37. Use Silane Glass Treatment AP115 
to clean the edge of the door 
leaf that makes contact with the 
opposite sliding door. Apply the 
mounting tape (50.1500) to the 
edge of the door (Figure 4 &  
Detail D). 

38. Before applying the seal, clean 
with Silane Glass Treatment 
AP115. Peel away the tape release 
backing and apply the flexible seal 
(50.1502.120) to the door leaf. 
Use the rigid seal alignment tool to 
install the flexible seal (Figure 4 & 
Detail D).

39. Follow other instructions in this 
manual to complete attaching the 
door handle, door lock, the door 
frame to adjacent panels, trim and 
sound seal.
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

LUCS Double Full-Height Glass 
Sliding Door Installation

Door Frame Assembly & 
Installation
1. Measure and cut door posts 

(standard non-locking posts 
50.1287.NL). First, place a sample 
piece of ceiling trim onto the ceiling 
rail (Figure 4). 

2. For the door post without the 
bottom guide bracket and guide 
block, measure from the bottom of 
the ceiling trim to the floor, account 
extra length for how far the post will 
sink into the carpet (Figure 4).

Important: Always cut the posts 
from the bottom.

3. Cut the post to that measurement 
(Figure 4).

4. For the door post with the bottom 
guide bracket and guide block, 
measure from the bottom of the 
ceiling trim to the floor, account 
extra length for how far the post will 
sink into the carpet, and thickness 
of the bottom guide bracket 
(50.1299), 1/16” (Figure 4).

5. Cut the post to that measurement 
(Figure 4).

6. Stand the door posts under the 
ceiling rail and confirm that the 
posts line up to the bottom of the 
ceiling trim. Remove the sample 
ceiling trim once the posts are the 
correct height (Figure 4).

7. Lay the posts with the top frame 
channel on the floor in the correct 
orientation and secure the pieces 
together using four 1/4 -20 x 13/4” 
Torx screws (49.1151) (Figure 4).

8. Install the guide block on the 
bottom guide bracket in the correct 
position using two #10-32 x 5/8” 
screws (50.1326) (Figure 2).

9. Install the bottom guide bracket 
onto the door post using two  
1/4 -20 x 11/2” self-tapping screws 
(12.2709) (Figure 1).

10. Stand the door frame assembly up 
and into the ceiling rail.

Sliding Door Track Installation
11. To mount the sliding door track 

assembly (50.1298), start by 
installing the channel (50.1294) 
to the panel clamp on the adjacent 
panel (Figure 3 & 4). Position 
the channel on the panel clamp 
and push the channel up until it 
fully seats against the ceiling rail. 
Secure the channel using twelve 
#10-24 x 5/8” screws (31.12.9070). 
Make sure the screws do not hit 
the circular openings of the panel 
clamp (Figure 4).

12. Install the ceiling trim (50.1277) 
over the channel (50.1294) butting 
it against the top frame channel 
(50.1291) (Figure 4).

13. Clean the track (50.1298) prior to 
installation. Make sure the track is 
free of debris.

14. With the assistance of two people, 
position the track against the top 
frame channel and the ceiling trim 
about 11/8” from the bottom of the 
top frame channel to the bottom 
of the track (Figure 4). Mark each 
screw hole.

Note: The valance should be flush 
with the bottom of the top frame 
channel when installed. 

15. Remove the track and center punch 
each marked screw hole. Then drill 
pilot holes using a 5/32” drill bit.

16. Position the track over the pilot 
holes and secure using eight 
#10-24 x 3/4” self-tapping screws 
(PC.12.0006) (Figure 4).

17. Insert the trolley assembly (soft 
close trolley assembly, 50.1679 
or bumper stop trolly assembly, 
50.1680 - not shown) into the 
door track (Figure 4). See separate 
instructions included with the door 
stops and trolleys.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - LUCS Double Full-Height Glass Sliding Door
Installation Instructions
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Figure 2 - Door Guide Block
Placement Detail

Figure 1 - Guide Bracket to Door Post
Detail

Figure 3 - Channel to Panel Clamp
Detail
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“Soft Close”
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Detail C - Valance End Cap
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Detail B - Cork Gasket
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hold in bushing and barrel nut.
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Figure 4 - LUCS-G Double Full-Height Sliding Glass Door
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Detail A - Door Hanger
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Lightline®  Architectural Walls - LUCS Double Full-Height Glass Sliding Door
Installation Instructions
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Adjustable Bottom Clamp 
Installation
23. To attach the adjustable bottom 

clamp (50.1312), make sure the 
door leaf is partially positioned over 
the door opening. Then insert two 
adjustable bushings (50.1309) into 
the two holes in the bottom of the 
door leaf (Figure 4).

24. Apply four strips of gasket cork 
(38.06.1315) on both sides of the 
holes, overlapping the hole a little 
to retain the bushing. Start at the 
top of the hole and go down around 
the bottom edge of the glass to the 
top of the hole on the opposite side 
of the glass (Figure 4 & Detail B). 
Note the cork length of 11/4”.

25. Slide the adjustable bottom clamp 
on the door leaf and over the guide 
block from the opposite end of the 
sliding door strike post (Figure 4).

26. Spin a 10-32 hex standoff (50.1324) 
on one of the #10-32 x 1/4” Phillips 
head screws (49.1728). Do the 
same for the second set (Figure 4).

27. Position the adjustable bottom 
clamp to approximately ½” off the 
floor and install both the screw 
and hex standoffs through the two 
bushings (Figure 4).

28. Install both the second screws 
into the opposite end of the hex 
standoffs (Figure 4). Do not fully 
tighten.

29. Install both end caps (50.1538) 
with double-sided tape (50.1499) 
on the adjustable bottom clamp. 
Push the end caps all of the way in 
so that the cap is tight up against 
the edge of the glass (Figure 4).

30. Tighten the #10-32 x 1/4” Phillips 
head screws to secure the 
adjustable bottom clamp to the 
door leaf (Figure 4).

31. Mark and cut the bottom trim covers 
(50.1316) to the width of the glass, 
then remove the release paper 
from the adhesive tape pads on the 
outside of the clamp (Figure 4).

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - LUCS Double Full Height Glass Sliding Door
Installation Instructions

Sliding Door Leaf Assembly 
18. To hang the sliding door leaf, begin 

by attaching the continuous hanger 
assembly (50.1682) to the top of 
the door leaf. First, apply a strip of 
seal (50.1659) across the top of the 
door leaf aligning the non-taped 
edge to the top edge of the door leaf 
(Figure 4 & Detail A). 

Note: Seal can be applied to either 
side of door leaf. The seal will act 
as a shim between the continuous 
hanger assembly and the glass.

 
19. Next, remove the M6 x 30mm 

screws from the glass holder 
inserts (50.1660) and place the 
glass holder inserts into the 
notches at the top of door leaf. 
Then, slide the continuous hanger 
assembly over the top of the door 
leaf (Figure 4 & Detail A).

20. Orientate the continuous hanger 
assembly so the weather seal faces 
the door frame. Attach the hanger 
to the glass using the M6 x 30mm 
screws through the countersunk 
holes in the top of the hanger 
(Figure 4 & Detail A).

Note: Spring hanger clips are 
handed, so be sure to orientate the 
spring hanger clips so the spring 
lever always faces to the outside of 
the door leaf and pivots away from 
the door frame. 

21. Slide the spring hanger clips into 
the slot in the continuous hanger 
assembly to the dimension shown 
in Detail E and tighten screws. 

22. With the assistance of a second 
person, hang the door by first 
aligning the trolley bolts with the 
spring hanger clips. The trolley 
bolts slide into the spring hanger 
clips and lock into place with 
spring levers (Figure 4 & Detail E).

32. Hang the covers on the top of the 
clamp and rotate down. Press on 
the covers to make sure the covers 
and the tape are fully seated on the 
adjustable bottom clamp (Figure 4).

33. Adjust the height of the door leaf 
by adjusting the bolts and nuts on 
the trolley assembly (50.1679) as 
required (Figure 4).

Valance Installation
34. Measure the distance from the 

outside of the door frame to the 
end of the adjacent panel(s) and 
cut the valance (50.1307) to length 
(Figure 4). 

35. Position the valance end caps 
(50.1557) on both ends of the  
track and secure using two  
#10-16 x 1/2” screws (31.12.9081) 
(Figure 4 & Detail C).

36. Install the valance onto the track 
and end caps (Figure 4).

Flexible Seal Installation
Note: Full-height double-sliding 
doors require a flexible seal on one 
of the door leafs. Mounting tape and 
seal are supplied by the factory and 
must be installed.

37. Use Silane Glass Treatment AP115 
to clean the edge of the door 
leaf that makes contact with the 
opposite sliding door. Apply the 
mounting tape (50.1500) to the 
edge of the door (Figure 4 &  
Detail D). 

38. Before applying the seal, clean 
with Silane Glass Treatment 
AP115. Peel away the tape release 
backing and apply the flexible seal 
(50.1502.120) to the door leaf. 
Use the rigid seal alignment tool to 
install the flexible seal (Figure 4 & 
Detail D).

39. Follow other instructions in this 
manual to complete attaching the 
door handle, door lock, the door 
frame to adjacent panels, trim and 
sound seal.
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

glass pivot door strip
(50.1451)

glass setting tape

1/ shim (50.1376)2”
1/ shim (50.1375)4”
1/ shim (50.1374)8”

end cover assembly
(50.1476)

glass pivot door
end cover
(50.1473)

block end cover
(50.1492)

#6-32 x 1 /1
4”

self-tapping screw
(50.1491)

bottom pivot
(50.1346)

1 1/ -20 x  /4 4”
set screw
(50.1354)

1 3/ -20 x  / screw4 8”
(12.0904)

Detail A - Pivot Door Bottom

ADA pivot door
bottom cover

(50.1616)

adjustable
bottom channel

(50.1344)
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LUPT-G Transom-Height Glass 
Pivot Door Installation

Door Frame Assembly & 
Installation

Note: Strike side door posts come 
pre-assembled with the clips, 
molding, bulb seal, strike box and 
strike plate. Pivot side posts come 
pre-assembled with the clips, 
molding, bulb seal and pivot door 
plate assembly. The door frame 
comes pre-assembled, disassemble 
the trim posts as necessary to cut 
the posts to size. 

1. Measure and cut door posts. First, 
place a sample piece of ceiling trim 
onto the ceiling rail (Figure 1). 

2. For the strike side door post 
(50.1401), measure from the 
bottom of the ceiling trim to the 
floor and also account extra length 
for how far the post will sink into 
the carpet (Figure 1).

Important: Always cut the posts 
from the bottom.

3. Cut the strike side post to that 
measurement (Figure 1).

4. For the door post with the pivot 
door plate (50.1369), measure 
from the bottom of the ceiling trim 
to the floor and also account extra 
length for how far the post will sink 
into the carpet and thickness of the 
pivot door plate, 1/8” (Figure 1). If 
installed, pivot door plate assembly 
will need to be removed prior to 
cutting the post.

5. Cut the post to that measurement 
(Figure 1).

6. Re-install the pivot door plate 
assembly and stand the posts under 
the ceiling rail, then confirm that 
the posts line up to the bottom of 
the ceiling trim. Remove the sample 
ceiling trim once the posts are the 
correct height (Figure 1).

7. Lay the posts and the top glass 
assembly with the top frame 
channel (50.1291) and transom 
pivot door channel (50.1430) on 
the floor in the correct orientation. 
Secure the posts to the top frame 
channel using four 1/4 -20 x 13/4” 
Torx screws (49.1151) and to the 
transom pivot door channel using 
four 1/4 -20 x 11/4” pan head screws 
(49.0001) (Figure 1).

8. If not already installed, position the 
pivot block insert (50.1423) over 
the pre-drilled holes in the transom 

pivot channel and secure using two 
1/4 -20 x 1/2” thread forming screws 
(49.1270) (Figure 1).

9. Install the upper pivot bushing 
(50.1368) into the pivot block insert 
(Figure 1).

10. Stand the door frame assembly up 
and into the ceiling rail. Make sure 
the door frame is plumb.

Door Leaf Pivot Installation
11. To prepare the pivot door leaf, 

begin by attaching the upper pivot 

holder assembly (50.1449). Apply 
cork gasket (50.1378) around the 
perimeter of the notch in the top of 
the door leaf (Figure 1).

12. Apply two pieces of cork gasket 
(50.1373) to the inside of one half 
of the glass pivot door top housing 
(50.1355) (Figure 1). Repeat this 
step for the other half.

13. Place both glass pivot door top 
housing halves  (50.1355) into the 
notch and secure using four 1/4 -20 
x 1” hex head bolts (12.5022) and 
1/4 -20 hex nuts (12.5034). Make 
sure the housing halves assembly 
is fully seated into the notch and 
tighten nuts firmly (Figure 1). 
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strike plate
(50.1366)

upper pivot
holder assembly

(50.1449)

clip
(49.0376)

pivot foot
header
molding

(50.1404)

weatherstrip
(50.1370)

top frame channel
(50.1291)

pivot block insert
(50.1423)

1/ -20 x  / ”4
1

2

thread forming screw
(49.1270)

door hanger
cover assembly

(50.1395)

insert
(50.1399)

upper
pivot bushing

(50.1368)

door hanger
cover

(50.1305)

#6-32 x  / ”1
8

set screw
(50.1402)

double sided tape
(49.1607.5)

1/ -20 x 1”4

hex head bolt
(12.5022)

glass pivot
door top housing

(50.1355)

cork gasket
(50.1373)

top pivot
(50.1372)

spring
(38.45.6000)

cork gasket
(50.1378)

1/ -20 nut4

(12.5034)

outer
center cap

(50.1296. )OV

standard
door post

(50.1287. )NL

pivot side
pivot molding

(50.1467)

standard strike
side door post

(50.1401)
strike molding

(50.1363)

outer
center cap

(50.1296.OV)

bulb seal
(50.1029)

strike box
(50.1412)

#10-32 x  / ”3
4

thread forming
screw

(50.1447)

adjustable bottom pivot
(50.1377)

bottom pivot locking nut
(38.12.5020)

internal star washer
(38.12.5018)

bottom pivot bolt
(50.1371)

pivot door plate
(50.1369) 1 1/ -20 x 1 / ”4 2

self-tapping screw
(12.2709)

Figure 1 - LUPT-G Transom-Height Glass Pivot Door

1 1/ -20 x 1 / ”4 4

pan head screw
(49.0001)

1 3/ -20 x 1 / ” Torx screw4 4

(49.1151)

transom pivot
door channel

(50.1430)

See Detail A

inner cap
(50.1369.TV)

glass pivot
door top housing

(50.1355)

glass pivot
door top housing

(50.1355)

door
leaf
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

14. Check to see if the housing nuts 
and bolts are properly tightened 
by temporarily inserting the spring 
(38.45.6000) and top pivot pin 
(50.1372). It should not rattle, 
but still move freely. Remove the 
top pivot pin and spring once the 
housing assembly is properly 
tightened. Do not install the spring, 
pivot pin and trim covers at this 
time (Figure 1).

Adjustable Bottom Channel 
Installation
15. To get an accurate door height 

measurement, install the bottom 
pivot (50.1346) into the adjustable 
bottom channel and secure using 
four 1/4 -20 x 1/4” set screws 
(50.1354) (Detail A).

16. Next, place the adjustable bottom 
channel with bottom pivot onto the 
adjustable bottom pivot (50.1377) 
(Figure 1 & Detail A).

17. With the assistance of a second 
person, measure from the bottom of 
the upper pivot bushing (50.1368) 
down to the inside bottom of the 
adjustable bottom channel. Note the 
measurement for the door height 
and for installing the right amount 
of shims (Detail A).

18. To attach the bottom channel 
assembly to the door leaf, begin 
by starting 1/4 -20 x 3/8” screws 
(12.0904) into the adjustable 
bottom channel (50.1344) (Detail 
A). Do not twist screws past the 
inner surface of the adjustable 
bottom channel.

19. Place the two glass pivot door 
strips (50.1451) into the adjustable 
bottom channel so that the glass 
setting tape is facing inward and 
toward the top of the channel 
(Detail A). 

20. Place the adustable bottom channel 
with the door strips onto the bottom 
of the door leaf making sure that a 
pivot door strip plate is positioned 
on both sides of the glass 
(Detail A).

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - LUPT-G Transom-Height Pivot Door
Installation Instructions

21. Position the adjustable bottom 
channel onto the bottom of the 
door leaf. Adjust the distance of the 
bottom channel by using a flat head 
screw driver and pushing against 
the edge of the pivot door strip. 
Push down on the pivot door strip 
until the distance from the top of 
the door leaf to the inside bottom 
of the adjustable bottom channel 
matches the previously measured 
height (Detail A).

22. Measure the space between the 
adjustable bottom channel and door 
leaf for the required amount shims 
(50.1374, 50.1375 & 50.1376) 
(Detail A).

23. Slide the stack of shims inside the 
channel between the glass and the 
bottom of the channel. Make sure 
the adjustable bottom channel and 
shims sit firmly against the door 
leaf (Detail A).

24. Tighten ten 1/4 -20 x 3/8” screws 
(12.0904) (Detail A).  

Door Assembly Installation
25. With the assistance of a second 

person, install the door assembly 
onto the adjustable bottom pivot 
(Figure 1).

26. Insert the spring (38.45.6000) and 
top pivot (50.1372) into the glass 
pivot door top housing. Using the 
supplied tool, compress the spring-
loaded pivot down and move the 
door into position, then release the 
spring-loaded pivot into the upper 
pivot bushing (Figure 1).

27. Check the door for proper height 
and lock engagement. Adjust the 
height of the door as needed by 
turning the adjustable bottom pivot 
(Figure 1).

Pivot Door Bottom Cover 
Installation
28. Peel the tape backer off of the end 

cover assembly (50.1476) 
(Detail A). 

29. Position the end cover assembly 
with the adhesive end against the 
block end cover (50.1492) while 
aligning the holes in the orientation 
illustrated (Detail A). Press both 
parts firmly together to make sure 
they are fully seated.

30. Position end cover assembly with 
block end cover on the adjustable 
bottom channel and secure using 
a #6-32 x 11/4” self-tapping screw 
(50.1491) through the bottom hole  
(Detail A). Do not install a screw in 
the top hole until the bottom cover 
is installed.

31. Position the glass pivot door end 
cover (50.1473) on the adjustable 
bottom channel and secure using 
a #6-32 x 11/4” self-tapping screw 
(50.1491) through the bottom hole 
(Detail A). Do not install a screw in 
the top hole until the bottom cover 
is installed.

32. Repeat steps to install the block 
end cover assembly and glass pivot 
door end cover on the opposite end 
of the adjustable bottom channel 
(Detail A).

 
33. Once the end covers are installed, 

measure between the end covers 
and cut the two bottom covers 
(50.1616) to that measurement 
so they fit tightly between the end 
covers (Detail A).

34. Install the bottom covers onto the 
bottom channel by snapping them 
into place (Detail A). 

35. Secure the bottom covers by 
installing four #6-32 x 11/4”  
self-tapping screws (50.1491) 
through the top holes of the block 
end covers and glass pivot door 
end covers.

36. Follow other instructions in this 
manual to complete attaching the 
door handle/lock, the door frame to 
adjacent panels and trim.
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.
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LUPT-W Transom-Height Wood 
Pivot Door Installation  

Door Frame Assembly & 
Installation

Note: Strike side posts come 
pre-assembled with the clips, 
molding, bulb seal, strike box and 
strike plate. Pivot side posts come 
pre-assembled with the clips, 
molding, bulb seal and pivot door 
plate assembly. The door frame 
comes pre-assembled, disassemble 
the trim posts as necessary to cut 
the posts to size. 

1. Measure and cut door frame posts. 
First, place a sample piece of 
ceiling trim onto the ceiling rail 
(Figure 1). 

2. For the strike side post (50.1401), 
measure from the bottom of the 
ceiling trim to the floor and also 
account extra length for how far 
the post will sink into the carpet 
(Figure 1).

Important: Always cut the posts 
from the bottom.

3. Cut the strike side post to that 
measurement (Figure 1).

4. For the post with the pivot door 
plate (50.1369), measure from the 
bottom of the ceiling trim to the 
floor and also account extra length 
for how far the post will sink into 
the carpet and thickness of the pivot 
door plate, 1/8” (Figure 1). If 
installed, the bottom pivot 
assembly will need to be removed 
prior to cutting the post.

5. Cut the post to that measurement 
(Figure 1).

6. Re-install the pivot door plate 
assembly and stand the posts under 
the ceiling rail, then confirm that 
the posts line up to the bottom of 
the ceiling trim. Remove the sample 
ceiling trim once the posts are the 
correct height (Figure 1).

7. Lay the posts and the top glass 
assembly with the top frame 

9. Install the upper pivot bushing 
(50.1368) into the pivot block insert 
(Figure 1).

10. Stand the door frame assembly up 
and into the ceiling rail. Make sure 
the door frame is plumb.

Door Leaf Pivot Installation
11. To prepare the pivot door leaf, 

begin by installing the upper pivot 
housing (90.2407.BL). Position the 
upper pivot housing into the cutout 
in the top of the door leaf and 
secure using four #6 x 2” screws 
(38.12.5191) (Figure 1). Do not 
install the spring and top pivot a 
this time.

channel (50.1291) and transom 
pivot door channel (50.1430) on 
the floor in the correct orientation. 
Secure the posts to the top frame 
channel using four 1/4 -20 x 13/4” 
Torx screws (49.1151) and to the 
transom pivot door channel using 
four 1/4 -20 x 11/4” pan head screws 
(49.0001) (Figure 1).

8. If not already installed, position the 
pivot block insert (50.1423) over 
the pre-drilled holes in the transom 
pivot channel and secure using two 
1/4 -20 x 1/2” thread-forming screws 
(49.1270) (Figure 1).

Detail A - Wood Pivot Door Bottom Kit (50.1534)

pivot door end cap
(50.1528)

1/2” pivot door shim
(50.1532. )LUP

1/4” pivot door shim
(50.1531. )LUP

1/ pivot door shim8”
(50.1530. )LUP

door end cap
(50.1529)

#6-32 x 1/2”
self-tapping screw

(50.1377)

bottom pivot assembly
(50.1415)

1/4” lock washer
(12.5052)

1 1/ /4 4-20 x screw1 ”
(49.0001)

weather stripping
(49.1272)

adjustable wood
pivot channel

(50.1526)

wood pivot door leaf

#12 x 2 ½”
screw

(31.12.9046)

Adjustable Wood Pivot Channel 
Installation
12. To get an accurate door height 

measurement, slide the bottom 
pivot assembly (50.1415) into the 
adjustable wood pivot channel 
(50.1526) and secure using two 
1/4” lock washers (12.5052) and 
1/4 -20 x 11/4” screws (49.0001) 
(Detail A).

13. Next, place the adjustable wood 
pivot channel onto the adjustable 
bottom pivot assembly (Figure 1).

14. With the assistance of a second 
person, measure from the bottom 
of the upper pivot bushing down to 
the top of the adjustable wood pivot 
channel. Note the measurement for 
the door height and for installing 
the right amount of shims  
(Detail A).
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weatherstrip
(50.1370)

1 1
4 4/ -20 x 1 / ”

pan head screw
(49.0001)

top frame channel
(50.1405)

pivot block insert
(50.1423)

1
4/ -20 x ½”

thread-forming screw
(49.1270)

insert
(50.1399)

upper
pivot bushing

(50.1368) outer
center cap

(50.1296. )OV

standard
door post

(50.1287. )NL

standard strike
side door post

(50.1401)

bulb seal
(50.1502)

#10-32 x  / ”3
4

self-tapping
screw

(50.1447)

bottom pivot bolt
(50.1371)

top pivot
(38.13.2150)

spring
(38.45.6000)

upper pivot housing
(90.2407. )BL

#6 x 2” screw
(38.12.5191)

See Detail A

adjustable bottom pivot
(50.1377)

bottom pivot locking nut
(38.12.5020)

internal star washer
(38.12.5018)

1 strike box3/4”
(50.1412)

pivot door bottom
strike molding
(50.1408. )BS

13/ ”4

lock strike
(50.1411)

Figure 1 - Transom-Height Wood Pivot Door

1 3
4 4 Torx/ -20 x 1 / ” screw

(49.1151)

transom pivot door channel
(50.1291)

1/ -20 x 1½”4

self-tapping screw
(12.2709)

pivot door plate
(50.1369)

inner cap
(50.1359.TV)

wood pivot door leaf

weather strip
(50.1370)

transom pivot
door molding
(50.1439.PV)

double-sided
clear tape
(50.1499)

pivot door upper
strike molding
(50.1463.AS)

clip
(49.0376)

pivot foot
header
molding

(50.1404)

outer
center cap

(50.1296.OV)
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - LUPT-W Transom-Height Wood Pivot
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15. To attach the adjustable wood pivot 
channel to the door leaf, begin by 
placing the adjustable wood pivot 
channel into the bottom of the door 
leaf (Detail A).

16. Measure the space between the 
adjustable bottom channel and 
door leaf for the required amount 
shims (50.1530.LUP, 50.1531.LUP, 
50.1532.LUP) (Detail A).

17. Reposition the stack of shims with 
the channel into the door leaf. Make 
sure the adjustable bottom channel 
and shims sit firmly against the 
door leaf and secure using four  
#12 x 21/2” screws (Detail A).

18. To get the correct height for the 
pivot door end caps (50.1528 
& 50.1529), measure from the 
bottom of the adjustable wood pivot 
channel to the end of the notch in 
the door leaf (Detail A).

Note: Another way to get the 
correct height measurement for the 
pivot door end cap is to place the 
cap upside down over the notch 
and adjustable wood pivot channel. 
Then mark the cap from the bottom 
of the channel.

19. Cut the pivot door end caps to 
that measurement. Cut from the 
extended top portion of the cap.

20. Position the pivot door end cap 
over the adjustable wood pivot 
channel and secure using two 
#6-32 x 1/2” self-tapping screws 
(50.1377) (Detail A). Repeat step to 
install the other cap.

Door Assembly Installation
21. With the assistance of a second 

person, install the door assembly 
onto the adjustable bottom pivot 
(Figure 1).

22. Insert the spring (38.45.6000) and 
top pivot (38.13.2150) into the 
upper pivot housing (90.2407.BL). 
Using the supplied tool, compress 
the spring-loaded pivot down and 
move the door into position, then 
release the spring-loaded pivot into 
the upper pivot bushing (Figure 1).

23. Check the door for proper height 
and lock engagement. Adjust the 
height of the door as needed by 
turning the adjustable bottom pivot 
(Figure 1).

24. Follow other instructions in this 
manual to complete attaching the 
door handle/lock, the door frame to 
adjacent panels and trim.
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Door Pivot Adjustment Installation  
Note: Generally, most offices have 
doors set to swing open, and storage 
rooms are set to swing closed. This 
can be achieved by following these 
additional instructions.

Note: Some door parts are not 
illustrated so that pivot parts can be 
visible.

1. Install door by first placing the 
bottom pivot thrust bearing over the 
bottom pivot nut (Figure 1). 

2. Depress the spring-loaded top  
pivot using the supplied tool  
(Figure 2). Next, move door into 
position (Figure 3), then release the 
spring-loaded pivot into the top pivot 
plate (Figure 4).

3. Once door is installed, go back to 
the bottom pivot thrust bearing and 
loosen the set screws holding it in 
position (Figure 1). This will allow 
the thrust bearing to move with the 
bottom pivot nut when setting the 
door opening position.

4. Moving the bottom door thrust 
bearing and pivot nut approximately 
1/4” toward the center of the door will 
make the door swing open under its 
own weight (Figure 5).

5. Moving the bottom door thrust 
bearing and pivot nut 1/4” toward the 
edge of the door will make the door 
swing closed under its own weight 
(Figure 6).

Note: If door does not swing 
properly, plumb is not correct. 

6. Once door opening position has 
been decided upon, tighten the set 
screws for the door thrust bearing 
to hold it in place. Then, tighten the 
lock nut for the bottom pivot nut to 
hold it in place as well.

Note: All additional door hardware 
should be installed per manufacturer 
instructions. Contact KI if additional 
information is needed.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Door Pivot Adjustment
Installation Instructions

closed positionopen position

bottom pivot
thrust bearing

(50.1346)

bottom pivot
thrust bearing

(50.1346)

bottom pivot
thrust bearing

(50.1346)

spring-loaded
top pivot

top pivot
tool

adjustable bottom
pivot nut

(50.1377)

adjustable bottom
pivot nut

(50.1377)

adjustable bottom
pivot nut

(50.1377)

pivot door

pivot door pivot door

1 1/ -20 x  / ”4 4

set screw

Figure 1 - Install Door to Pivot Nut

Figure 4 - Release Spring-loaded Pivot

Figure 2 - Depress Spring-loaded Pivot

Figure 5 - Open Position

Figure 3 - Move Door into Position

Figure 6 - Closed Position
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Sliding Door Sound Seal
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Sliding Door Sound Seal Fin 
Installation  

Note: The sound seal fin is installed 
after sliding door has been hung. 

1. With sliding door closed, line up 
seal fin (50.1659) on back edge of 
door. Make sure door is fully closed 
so wiper contacts side post and that 
seal fin is above adjustable bottom. 
Once fin is in position, mark where to 
cut top of seal fin so it is flush with 
top of door.

2. Once fin is cut, Install seal fin 
(50.1659) on backside of door leaf 
(Figure 1). Peel release backing off 
of fin then attach to backside edge 
of door leaf. Make sure fin is above 
adjustable bottom (Figure 1).

3. Close door fully, then align the 
front extrusion (50.1540) with seal 
(50.1517) to the front edge of the 
door. Make sure seal is slightly 
compressed (Figure 2). 

4. Attach extrusion to post using 
#8 x 5/8” self-drilling screws. Center 
the screws to the “V” notch in center 
of extrusion (Figure 3).

5. Push cap (50.1541) into the 
extrusion to cover the opening  
(Figure 4). 

Figure 4

Figure 1 Figure 2

Figure 3

seal fin
(50.1517)

front
extrusion

front extrusion
(50.1540)

with sound seal
front extrusion

(50.1540)
(with sound seal)

door
post

door
post

#8 x  / ”5
8

self-drilling
screws

cap
(50.1541)

sound
seal

door
post

door
leaf

sliding
door

edge of
door

release
backing
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Pivot Door Reversal
Installation Instructions

Pivot Door Reversal Instructions

Door Reverse Parts List
Note: The following parts will need 
to be ordered and shipped to the site 
prior to door frame field reversal.

FULL-HEIGHT LUP-G DOOR 
FRAMES:
Left-Hand Door to a Left-Hand 
Reverse:

Glass Pivot Door Strike Center 
Molding
1363/50.1362/RH/CH – 
1.07/040.000/FINISH
Quantity: 1

Glass Pivot Door Center Molding
1467/50.1362/CH – 1.07/FINISH
Quantity: 1

Right-Hand Door to a Right-Hand 
Reverse:

Glass Pivot Door Strike Center 
Molding
1363/50.1362/LH/CH – 
1.07/040.000/FINISH
Quantity: 1

Glass Pivot Door Center Molding
1467/50.1362/CH – 1.07/FINISH
Quantity: 1

TRANSOM-HEIGHT LUPT-G DOOR 
FRAMES:
Left-Hand Door to a Left-Hand 
Reverse:

Glass Transom Pivot Door Strike 
Center Molding
1438/50.1362/RH/SE + .43/040.000/
FINISH
Quantity: 1

Glass Transom Pivot Door Pivot 
Center Molding
1477/50.1362/SE + .43/FINISH
Quantity: 1

Right-Hand Door to a Right-Hand 
Reverse:

Glass Transom Pivot Door Strike 
Center Molding
1438/50.1362/LH/SE + .43/040.000/
FINISH
Quantity: 1

Glass Transom Pivot Door Pivot 
Center Molding
1477/50.1362/SE + .43/FINISH
Quantity: 1

Important: The following 
instructions will field reverse a 
Lightline plate glass pivot door 
frame. There are temporary and 
permanent options for field reverse 
handing. 

left-hand
door

door
leaf

strike
plate

door frame
post

pivot side
door jamb molding

strike side
door jamb molding

pivot door
adjustable bottom end cap

components

glass door
panel

right-hand
door

left-hand
reverse door

right-hand
reverse door

a left-hand door can be
field switched to a left-hand
reverse door or vise versa

a right-hand door can be
field switched to a right-hand

reverse door or vise versa

Figure 1a - Left-Hand Doors

Figure 2 - Top View

Figure 1b - Right-Hand Doors

Figure 3 - Door Bottom

Configurations
1. See Figure 1a and 1b for possible 
combinations of field reverse 
handing. 

2. See Figures 2 and 3 for parts 
identification.
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Pivot Door Reversal
Installation Instructions

Pivot Door Frame Reversal
Note: The illustrations show a 
right-hand door being changed 
to a right-hand door reverse, but 
left-hand doors are reversed the 
same way.

1. Remove door leaf from frame and set 
aside, then remove pivot side pivot 
molding (Figure 1). Two thin pry bars 
can be used working from both sides 
of the door post, moving from one 
end of the molding to the opposite 
end. Once the molding is removed, 
pry any remaining black plastic clips 
(49.0376) out of the post. 

2. Install replacement pivot side pivot 
molding opposite of the original 
molding orientation (Figure 2).

3. Remove the two #10-32 x 3/4”  
self-tapping screws and strike plate 
(50.1366) from the strike side of the 
door frame (Figure 3). Do not discard 
the strike plate as it will be re-used.  

4. Remove strike side molding and any 
remaining black plastic clips from 
the door post (Figure 4).  

5. Install replacement strike molding 
opposite of the original molding 
orientation (Figure 5).  

6. Re-install strike plate. Door frame is 
now ready to receive a reverse hand 
door leaf (Figure 6).

Figure 4 - Remove Strike Molding

Figure 2 - Install New Pivot MoldingFigure 1 - Remove Pivot Molding

Figure 5 - Install New Strike Molding

Figure 3 - Remove Strike Plate

Figure 6 - Install Flipped Strike Plate

pivot side
pivot molding

pivot side
door post

pivot side
door post

strike side
door post

strike side
door post

strike side
door post

strike side
door post

pivot side
pivot molding

(flipped around)

clip
(49.0376)

clip
(49.0376)

clip
(49.0376)

clip
(49.0376)

strike molding

strike molding

strike plate
(50.1366)

strike plate
(50.1366)

#10-32 x  / ”3
4

self-tapping screw
(50.1447)

#10-32 x  / ”3
4

self-tapping screw
(50.1447)
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Pivot Door Leaf Reversal
1. Carefully lay door leaf on a flat, 

protected worksurface. Remove 
adjustable bottom covers (50.1350 
& 50.1344) from the bottom of door 
leaf (Figure 7).  

2. Next, remove end cover components 
from door bottom (Figure 8). Do not 
discard as they will be re-used.  

3. Flip end cover components to 
reverse the notch in the door bottom 
for the new door jamb orientation 
and re-install (Figure 9).

4. Re-install the pivot door bottom 
covers (50.1250 & 50.1344) in 
the same orientation as they were 
removed (Figure 10).

Note: Lightline accepts different 
door handles. Figures 11 & 12 show 
only one type of door handle that is 
offered. 

5. Remove door hardware/housing from 
door leaf (Figure 11).

6. Flip door hardware/housing and  
re-install to door leaf (Figure 12).

7. Re-install door leaf into door frame 
following standard pivot door 
installation steps. Door field reversal 
is now complete.

end cover assembly
(50-1476)

end cover assembly
(50-1476)

glass pivot door
end cover
(50.1473)

glass pivot door
end cover
(50.1473)

block end cover
(50.1492)

block end cover
(50.1492)

#6-32 x 1 / ”1
4

self-tapping screw
(50.1491)

pivot door
bottom channel

(50.1344)

pivot door
bottom channel

(50.1344)

pivot door adjustable
bottom cover

(50.1350)

pivot door adjustable
bottom cover

(50.1350)

Figure 7 - Remove Bottom Covers

Figure 10 - Install Bottom Covers

Figure 8 - Remove End Covers

Figure 11 - Remove Door Handle

Figure 9 - Flip End Covers & Install

Figure 12 - Reverse Handle & Install

#6-32 x 1 / ”1
4

self-tapping screw
(50.1491)

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Pivot Door Reversal
Installation Instructions
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Pivot Door - Temporary Field 
Reverse Instructions

Note: A Lightline pivot door 
can be temporarily field reversed 
without ordering or replacing any 
components.

1. Measure the strike side molding from 
the top of the strike notch to the floor 
and note the dimension (Figure 1).

2. Remove the strike plate, strike 
side door jamb molding, and any 
remaining black plastic clips from 
the door post. Next, measure the 
strike molding from the bottom of the 
strike notch to the previously noted 
dimension, mark and cut (Figure 2). 
Re-apply all black plastic clips to the 
cut moldings spacing them about 
12” apart.

3. Flip the cut moldings and re-install 
them opposite of the original 
orientation. The splice in the cut 
jamb molding will be near the top of 
the door frame above the strike plate 
as illustrated (Figure 3).

4. Now re-install the strike plate and the 
temporary door frame. Field reversal 
is complete. Door frame is now ready 
to receive a reverse hand door leaf.

measure from top of
strike notch to floor
and note dimension

strike
molding

strike
notch

mark and cut
strike molding

from bottom of notch
to the previously
noted dimension

strike
notch

splice will be
located here

re-oriented
strike plate

re-oriented
jamb molding

cut
here

Figure 1 - Before Field Reverse

Figure 2 - Locate New Strike Location

Figure 3 - After Field Reverse

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Pivot Door Reversal
Installation Instructions
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

door hanger cover
(50.1305)

#6-32 x  / ”1
8

set screw
(50.1402)

1/ -20 x 1”4

hex head bolt
(12.5022)glass pivot door

top-half housing
(50.1355)

top pivot
(50.1372)

spring
(38.45.6000)

cork gasket
(50.1378)

1/ -20 nut4

(12.5034)

upper pivot
holder assembly

(50.1449)

Figure 1 - Left-Hand Pivot Door Shown

spring-loaded
top pivot

top pivot
tool

Detail A - Depress Spring-loaded Pivot

pivot door leaf

upper pivot
bushing

pivot block
insert

adjustable
bottom pivot

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Door Closer Installation
Installation Instructions

Door Closer Installation
If the glass pivot door top-half housing 
does not have four holes at each corner, 
then both of the top-half housing pieces 
will need to be replaced (instructions 
on this page) before installing the door 
closer assembly. If both pieces of the 
top half housing do have four screw 
holes in each corner, then proceed to 
the door closer mounting kit installation 
instructions (Page 65).

Glass Pivot Door Top-Half 
Housing Removal
1. Install suction cups on the glass 

pivot door to aid in door removal.

2. With the assistance of a second 
person supporting the pivot door, 
using the pivot adjustment tool, 
press down on the top pivot and 
move the top part of the pivot door 
out of the way (Figure 1 & Detail A).

3. Remove the top pivot and spring 
from the upper pivot holder 
assembly (Figure 1).

4. Carefully remove the pivot door 
from the adjustable bottom pivot 
and lay the pivot door on a flat, 
protected worksurface (Figure 1).

5. Remove four #6-32 x 1/8” set screws 
and door hanger covers from pivot 
door top half housing (Figure 1). 

6. Remove four 1/4 -20 nuts,  
1/4 -20 x 1” hex head bolts and 
both pieces of the top-half housing 
from the notch of the pivot door. 
Leave the cork gasket in the notch 
(Figure 1).

New Glass Pivot Door Top-Half 
Housing Installation
7. Install strips of double-sided tape 

on the two new top-half housing 
pieces as illustrated (Figure 2).

8. Position both top-half housing 
pieces in the notch and secure 
using four 1/4 -20 x 1” hex head 
bolts and 1/4 -20 nuts (Figure 2).
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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

1/4-20 x 1” hex head bolt
(12.5022)

glass pivot door
top-half housing

(50.1355)

cork gasket
(50.1378)

1/4-20 nut
(12.5034)

double-sided tape
(49.1607.5)

door closer
housing cover

(50.1725)

door closer
mounting plate

(50.1728)

mounting
plate strap
(50.1726)

1 1/ -20 x  / " Torx screw4 2

(12.0158)

upper pivot
holder assembly
without covers

left door closer
mounting cover

(50.1722-L)

door closer
mounting holes

for left hand
door operation

top pivot
(50.1372)

spring
(38.45.6000)

#10-24 x  / ”3
8

machine screw
(50.1059)

Figure 2

Figure 3

pivot door leaf

pivot door leaf

(use right door closer
mounting cover, 50.1722-R,
for right hand door operation)

release
backing

door closer
mounting plate

Door Closer Mounting Kit 
Installation (Left-Hand Shown)
9. Position the door closer mounting 

plate on the upper pivot holder 
assembly and secure using four  
1/4 -20 x 1/2” Torx screws. Repeat 
step to install the mounting plate at 
the other side of the door (Figure 3).

10. Once both mounting plates are 
installed, slide the mounting plate 
strap over both mounting plates 
and secure using eight  
#10-20 x 3/8” screws (Figure 3).

11. Clean the outer surfaces of the 
mounting plate strap with silane 
glass treatment (Figure 3).

12. Before removing the release paper 
from the adhesive on the housing 
and mounting covers, check for 
correct mounting location of both 
covers. Make sure the mounting 
cover and the mounting holes are 
on the correct side relative to the 
door handing (Figure 3).

13. Remove the release backing from 
the adhesive on the mounting cover 
and position onto the mounting 
plate strap (Figure 3).

14. With the assistance of a second 
person, using suction cups, 
reposition the pivot door on the 
adjustable bottom pivot (Figure 1).

15. Install the spring and top pivot into 
the upper pivot housing assembly 
(Figure 3).

16. Using the pivot adjustment tool, 
press down on the top pivot and 
move the top part of the pivot door 
so that the top pivot is inserted into 
the upper pivot bushing (Detail A).

17. Install the door closer and arm 
assembly with the supplied 
hardware. Follow the manufacturer’s 
installation instructions.

Lightline®  Architectural Walls - Door Closer Installation
Installation Instructions
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